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Abstract

Conjugated polymer–nanocrystals nanohybrids, capitalizing on the advantages peculiar to solution-processable conjugated polymers (CPs) in conjunction with the high electron mobility and tunable optical properties of inorganic nanocrystals (NCs), have attracted considerable attention to achieve high efficiency organic photovoltaics at low cost. The most elegant approach to obtain CP-NC nanohybrids is to chemically tether CPs on the NC surface. In our study, semiconductor organic–inorganic nanocomposites were synthesized by directly grafting CP, poly(3-hexylthiophene), onto cadmium selenide nanorod surface (i.e., preparing P3HT–CdSe NR nanocomposites). The direct grafting was accomplished by two coupling reactions: Heck coupling of vinyl-terminated P3HT with bromobenzylphosphonic acid functionalized CdSe NRs (i.e., BBPA-CdSe), and a newly developed catalyst-free click reaction of ethynyl-terminated P3HT with azide functionalized CdSe NRs. Such rationally designed nanocomposites possessed a well-defined interface between P3HT and CdSe NRs, thereby promoting the effective dispersion of CdSe NRs within the nanocomposites and facilitating their electronic interaction. This is the first study of directly placing conjugated copolymers in intimate contact with semiconductor NRs, dispensing with the need for ligand exchange chemistry as in copious past work. These nanocomposites offer a maximum interfacial area between the constituents for efficient exciton dissociation. As such, it represents a significant advance in rational design and fabrication of organic–inorganic hybrid solar cells with improved power conversion efficiency.

As one of the most typical film preparation methods, the Langumuir-Blodgett (LB) technology has been widely utilized to produce copolymer films with mono- or multi-
molecule layers for potential applications in microlithography, devices, and biomimetic thin films. In our study, self-assembly of a series of newly synthesized functional block copolymers (e.g., conjugated, bio-degradable, responsive, etc.) with various novel structures (linear, brush, comb, and star-like) were systematically explored using the LB technique. The influence of the chemical composition and molecular architectures on the self-assembly process was carefully investigated. Various models were proposed to elucidate the complex dynamic self-assembly process. This study not only complements the well-known models of self-assembly of amphiphilic block copolymers at the air/water interface, but also provides a general means of fabricating LB monolayer into controllable structures and integrating the intriguing functionalities in a desirable manner.
Chapter 1. General Introduction

1.1 Organic-Inorganic Nanocomposites Used in Solar Cell

The economy and environment of our times depend on access to reliable, clean, abundant, and affordable energy, including hydropower, nuclear, biomass, wind, geothermal, and solar energies. Among these energy sources, the solar energy represents an effectively unlimited supply of fuel at no cost, and has less issue compared to other sources. The earth receives about 100,000 TW of solar power on its surface, meaning solar energy of one hour can supply humanity’s energy needs for a whole year.\(^1\) The calculation performed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) shows that solar panels on all usable residential and commercial roof surfaces could provide the United States with as much electricity per annum as the country used in 2004.\(^1\)

Considering the broad desert areas on the earth, for example, the Sahara Desert, the Gobi Desert in central Asia, the Atacama in Peru, and the Great Basin in the United States, the solar energy produced will be far more than enough to be used. Despite its advantages, the electricity generated from solar cells is still limited in a small fraction of our overall energy consumption, primarily due to high cost of manufacturing and installation of the commercial Si solar cells (power conversion efficiency, \(PCE = \sim 15\%\)).\(^2\) Although the cost per watt of crystalline Si solar cells has significantly dropped over the past decade,\(^3\) its current cost is still in the range of $0.25–0.40 per watt,\(^1\) making it less competitive without the benefit of government subsides than conventional electricity grids. The second generation solar cells, based on polycrystalline semiconductor thin films, can bring down the price dramatically. However they still surfer from low efficiency and being practically viable.\(^4\) With recent advances in nanotechnology, especially in the area
of synthesis\textsuperscript{5,6 7-9} and assembly\textsuperscript{10-15} of nanocrystals (NCs), the third generation solar cells based on organic/inorganic nanohybrids has received considerable attention.\textsuperscript{16,17} The solar cells of this kind are believed to be able to provide electricity at extremely low cost if reasonable $PCE$ (>10\%) and lifetime (> 10 yr) can be attained on a large scale in the near future.\textsuperscript{16}

The organic/inorganic nanohybrid solar cells are those consisting of interpenetrating phases of semiconducting conjugated polymers (CPs) and NCs as the active components. The p-type CPs and n-type inorganic NCs are selected the electron donor and electron acceptor, respectively. Upon the absorption of photons, the electron of CP is excited from the high occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to low unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) by harvesting a photo with energy greater than the band gap, thereby generating an exciton (i.e., electron-hole pair). Subsequently, the electrons injection (i.e., charge transfer) from CP into NC is energetically favored when the electronic structure of CP and NC are well coupled, which means $E_{NP}^A - E_{CP}^A > U_{CP} - V_{\text{charge\,transfer}}^2$, where $E_{NP}^A$ and $E_{CP}^A$ are electron affinities of NCs and CPs, respectively, $U_{CP}$ is the Coulombic binding energy of the singlet exciton on the polymer, and $V_{\text{charge\,transfer}}$ is the Coulombic energy associated with attraction between electron and hole in the final charge-separated state. In general, $V_{\text{charge\,transfer}}$ is much smaller than $U_{CP}$ and can be ignored due to the increased average electron-hole separation in the charge-separated state.\textsuperscript{18} In most CPs, excitons have a binding energy of only a fraction of an eV.\textsuperscript{19,20} The difference in electron affinities of CP and NC is typically around several eV,\textsuperscript{2} which provides enough driving force for the exciton dissociation at the CP/NC interface. In general, the recombination of electrons and holes occurs in the form of the radiative and nonradiative decays of
excitons during the diffusion and dissociation process. Thus, the exciton diffusion length, defined as the average length over which the exciton can diffuse within the polymer before recombination, should be large enough for efficient charge generation, and charge separation process must also be fast enough compared to the radiative and nonradiative decays of the singlet exciton at the CP/NC interface, which typically occur on a time scale of 100-100 picoseconds. After dissociation, the charges (i.e., electrons and holes) migrate to their respective electrodes under an internal electric field due to the difference in their Fermi levels, thereby generating the photocurrent for external loadings.

The performance of the resulting solar cells is dictated by several factors, including the light absorption efficiency, exciton diffusion efficiency, exciton dissociation efficiency, carrier transport efficiency, and charge collection efficiency at electrodes. More detailed information in this aspect can be found in some review articles. In this review article, we present the most recent progress on nanohybrid materials used in solar cells. We first introduce the basic optoelectronic properties of NCs and CPs, followed by the recent advances in the CP/NC nanohybrid solar cells, including both prepared by physically mixing CP and NC and chemical integration CP with NC.

1.1.1 CP/NC Composites

Composites of CP/NC are of interest from the standpoint of increased performance relative to either of the non-hybrid counterparts with many applications envisioned in the areas of solar cells and LEDs. The pioneer work involving composites of organic CPs and inorganic NCs was reported by Greeham et al in 1996; they found that the photoluminescence (PL) quenching of MEH-PPV after mixing it with 5-nm spherical CdS and CdSe NCs. After removal of insulating ligand TOPO on the NC
surface, the quenching was much stronger, which provided evidence for charge transfer. Because once the exciton was dissociated, it can no longer decay radiatively to the ground state. They attributed the observed PL quenching to Forster transfer of the exciton to the NC, followed by decay with a radiative efficiency significantly less than that of MEH-PPV. This property (i.e., PL quenching) facilitates the dissociation of exciton at the NP/CP interface and constitutes the base for composites of CP/NC for use in solar cells. Solar cells fabricated by depositing these composites yielded external quantum efficiency (EQE) of 12% under the low intensity light, and power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 0.1% subjected to simulated AM 1.5 G irradiation of 100 mW/cm². Based on the TEM images of these composite films, three problems are clearly evident, which limit further improvement of device performance. First, the NCs tended to aggregate, which reduced the interfaces of NC/CP. As a result, only few excitons would be able to diffuse to the interface and dissociate, leading to incomplete quenching and thus electron transfer. Second, the loosely connected NC network scattered the electron current, and thus less electrons can be collected by electrodes. Finally, the surface of NC was coated with TOPO; these insulating alkyl side chains hindered the efficient electron transfer. Over the past decade, different methods have been proposed to overcome these problems as discussed in detail in the following.

**a. Control of Phase Separation**

As mentioned above, the aggregation of NCs in composites prepared by physically mixing CP and NC leads to incomplete PL quenching and thus the low electron transfer efficiency. Therefore, a better dispersed NC morphology is favorable for composites for use in solar cells. However, it remains challenging to disperse inorganic
NCs at high density within CPs due to the low solubility of NCs in polymers. The dispersion of NC is governed by the solubility parameter ($\delta$), which is proportional to the square root of cohesive energy density, describing the attractive strength between molecules. The solubility of a component in solvent increases as the difference between the solubility parameters of the component and solvent decreases. To render good dispersion of NCs, a solvent that dissolve both NCs and CPs is usually required. The solvent is eventually removed in a controllable manner to prevent microphase separation of CPs and NCs. In the pioneering work, Alivisatos et al developed a solvent mixture consisting of one good solvent for NC and another good solvent for CP. Specifically, CdSe nanorods were co-dissolved with P3HT in a mixture of pyridine and chloroform, which are good solvents for CdSe and P3HT, respectively. Subsequent spin-coating process enabled the formation of a uniform film composed of dispersed CdSe nanorods in P3HT. Later on, Alivisatos et al introduced the tailor-made solvent to achieve less phase separation. By adding the capping ligand to the host solvent, the NCs became more soluble at the expense of the solubility of CP. By varying the concentration of the solvent mixture, phase separation between CP and NC can be tuned from micrometer scale to nanometer scale. Specifically, pyridine passivated CdSe nanorods were first dispersed in the mixed solvent of pyridine/chloroform. Pyridine, which hinders the charge transfer from P3HT to CdSe, was then removed by thermal treatment. As a result, the device performance was greatly improved.

An alternative approach to prevent the microphase separation is to modify the ligands that coat on the NC surface to increase their solubility in the CP/NC composites. The phase segregation of NCs is profoundly influenced by their capping ligands.
Carter et al studied the ligand effect on the phase segregation of NCs with commonly used ligands, including butylamine, stearic acid, pyridine, oleic acid, tributylamine. Butylamine was found to yield the smallest morphological features of NCs within P3HT, followed by oleic acid, tributylamine, and stearic acid. A better strategy to promote the complete dispersion of NCs in the CP matrix is to directly graft CPs on the NC surface; this will be discussed in Section 4.

b. Improvement of Carrier Transport

In addition to phase separation between CP and NC, the performance of the resulting solar cells is also influenced by the efficiency of electron transport. The electrons have to hop between NCs and are often trapped at the end of the NC network. To improve electron collection, it is desirable to form a well-defined pathway, where few traps exit, to appropriate electrode from the CP/NC interface. Compared to nanodots or sintered NCs, the use of anisotropic nanorods or tetrapods shows a better performance in solar energy conversion due to the fact that the electron has higher mobility along the anisotropic single crystalline nanostructures, where much less defects or trap sites exist compared to the nanodot network. Recent efforts in synthesizing anisotropic nanostructures with well defined geometrical shapes and assembling them in two and three dimensions have further expanded the possibility of developing new strategies for enhanced energy conversion. In the pioneering work, Huynh et al discovered that electron transport in the film was improved by utilizing slightly elongated NCs that can effectively pack within the film. Later on, they used CdSe nanorods to mix with P3HT to fabricate the P3HT/CdSe nanorods hybrid solar cells. Quite intriguingly, the use of these nanorods showed an improved performance and the $PCE$ of 1.7% was reported. A
similar observation was made by Janssen et al in the ZnO/poly [2-methoxy-5-(3',7'-dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene] (MDMO-PPV) solar cell, where the use of ZnO nanorod led to an improved performance compared to the nanodot counterpart.

As discussed above, one dimensional nanorods carry advantages over nanodots; however, they tend to lie in the plane of the film, which is not the optimal arrangement for electron transport. One way to circumvent this problem is to use branched nanostructures, for example tetrapods or hyperbranched NCs. These nanostructures can individually traverse the thickness of the film and have extensions perpendicular to the substrate, thereby providing continuous pathway for transporting electrons. Greenham et al fabricated composites of CP and branched CdTe NC, which exhibited improved solar cell performance, compared to that of previously reported CP/nanorod composites. Under AM 1.5 illumination, the \( PCE \) of 1.8% was obtained from a device containing 86 wt% NCs. This result suggested that the increase in \( PCE \) is consistent with improved electron transport perpendicular to the plane of the film. Later on, Alivisatos et al produced ordered CP/NC composites by sequential deposition of CdTe tetrapods and P3HT, where the CdTe tetrapods were spontaneously aligned toward the electrodes. The loading and dispersion of tetrapods were easily controlled and characterized. Moreover, the organic and inorganic phases were deposited from their preferred solvents rather than a suboptimal cosolution, therefore the exposure of the NC phase to the top electrode can be controlled. Another way to solve the problem is to pre-form the inorganic phase to maximize the electron mobility, followed by deposition or infiltration of the CP phase. The pre-formed inorganic phase is typically the fused NC network or vertically oriented anisotropic NC arrays. Kang et al demonstrated that the vertically aligned CdTe nanorods
fabricated by electrodeposition can be used to improve the performance of the poly(3-octylthiophene)/CdTe nanohybrid solar cell by providing a high optical absorption, an efficient charge separation, and a fast electron transport at the poly(3-octylthiophene)/CdTe interface. The PCE of 1.06% was achieved by this method. Later on, vertically aligned CdS nanorod arrays were fabricated on Ti substrates and mixed with MEH-PPV. The PCE of MEH-PPV based solar cell was improved from 0.0012% to 0.60% when combined with these CdS nanoarrays. ZnO columnar arrays were also used in the nanohybrid solar cells prepared by Peiro et al; these columnar structures provided a direct and ordered path for photogenerated electrons to the collecting electrode. Different CPs (MEH-PPV based polymer and P3HT) were compared in these structures and PCEs of 0.15 and 0.20% were achieved, respectively. Regarding the fused NC network, Heeger et al infiltrated P3HT into random nanocrystalline TiO$_2$ networks. Various methods, including heat treatment, surface derivatization, and the use of low molecular weight fraction, were utilized to improve the degree of polymer infiltration. This type of solar cells is similar to the dye sensitized solar cell (DSSC), however no liquid electrolyte is needed in the former. It is worth noting that the efficiency reported to date is modest because of poor polymer infiltration. More efforts are still needed to be made in this area.

1.1.2. CP–NP Nanocomposites

Despite various progresses, as CPs and NCs are always in physical contact in the CP/NC composites, it remains difficult to control the detailed morphology and dispersion of NCs within CPs because of the large difference in the solubility of these two components. The interface between CPs and NCs, accomplished by stripping the ligands
from the NC surface during film processing,\textsuperscript{23} is not well controlled, thus reducing electronic interactions between them. In this context, chemically tethering NC with CP (i.e., preparing CP–NC nanocomposites with well-controlled interfaces) provides a means of achieving a uniform dispersion of NCs, which carries advantages over cases in which NC aggregation dominates. As a result, efficient light induced electronic interactions between CPs and NCs are promoted. Two main synthetic strategies have been successfully performed to yield CP–NC nanocomposites. In the first strategy, ligand exchange is an essential step to either replace original insulate, small molecules on the NC surface with bifunctional ligands, which contain a second functional group for coupling with conjugated oligomers or polymers or directly exchange for the functionalized conjugated oligomers or polymers in a “grafting onto” process. The second strategy utilizes direct grafting of CPs from/onto functionalized NCs in the absence of ligand exchange chemistry.\textsuperscript{44}

a. Ligand Exchange

[Diagram]

\textbf{Figure 1-1.} Synthetic pathway for the preparation of aniline tetramer/CdSe nanohybrids.
CP–NC nanocomposites can be prepared by exchanging the commonly used, insulate, small molecule-capped NCs with a bifunctional ligand, followed by direct coupling with CPs of interest on the NC surface. The bifunctional ligands consist of the $X$-$Y$-$Z$ structure, with $X$, $Y$, and $Z$ are the functional group for interacting with NCs, the spacer, and the functional group that couples with CPs.\textsuperscript{45} Compared to thiol groups, which are broadly used for ligand exchange due largely to commercial availability. Organic ligands containing the chelating carbodithioate group are excellent binding ligand. They possess higher chemical affinity to NCs by forming strong chelate-type binding with metal atoms, thereby allowing for the nearly quantitative exchange with original ligand (e.g., TOPO) in very mild conditions and thus improving the resistance of NCs against photooxidation as compared to corresponding thiol ligands. Querner et al quantitatively exchanged initial TOPO ligands on the CdSe surface with 4-formyldithiobenzoic acid. The aniline tetramer was subsequently grafted onto the CdSe surface by a condensation reaction between the terminals as shown in Figure 1-1.\textsuperscript{45,46} Recently, Zhang et al used the similar method to graft \textit{rr} P3HT on the CdSe quantum rod (QR) surface, yielding P3HT–CdSe QR nanocomposites.\textsuperscript{47} Specifically, arylbromide-functionalized CdSe QRs were first synthesized by ligand exchange of pyridine-capped CdSe QRs with $p$-bromobenzyl-di-n-octylphosphine oxide (DOPO-Br). The vinyl-terminated P3HT was then chemically tethered to the CdSe QR surface by Heck coupling with arylbromide moieties. Compared to the composites of P3HT/pyridine-capped CdSe QRs, the P3HT–CdSe QR nanocomposites exhibited an excellent dispersion of QRs in the P3HT matrix. The solid-state PL measurement on the thin film of nanocomposites
showed quenching of the emission of P3HT, indicating charge transfer from P3HT to CdSe QRs.

![Synthetic pathway for the preparation of a family of carbodithioic acid functionalized regioregular oligo- and polythiophene.](image)

**Figure 1-2.** Synthetic pathway for the preparation of a family of carbodithioic acid functionalized regioregular oligo- and polythiophene.

Alternatively, the CP–NC nanocomposites can be made by a one-step ligand-exchange reaction with functionalized CPs. In this approach, strong chelating groups (e.g., carbodithioic acid) functionalized CPs or conjugated oligomers (COs) were synthesized first, and was then directly grafted on the NC surface by ligand exchanging with originally capped ligands. For example, Querner et al synthesized a family of carbodithioic acid functionalized *rr* oligo- and polythiophene as follows. The functionalized thiophene monomer was coupled with oligothiophenes, followed by the oxidative polymerization of the resulting symmetric oligomers. Finally, the carbodithioate moiety was introduced through a post-functionalization reaction as illustrated in Figure 1-2. An efficient quenching of PL was observed in the polythiophene–CdSe nanocomposite, revealing a photoinduced charge transfer at the
interface of polythiophene and CdSe. $^{48}$ Fang et al grafted CdSe NCs with an amine-containing rod–coil triblock copolymer, poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethylmethacrylate)–poly(fluorene)–poly(2-(dimethyl amino) ethylmethacrylate), by directly ligand exchanging with original insulate TOPO ligands. $^{49}$ Recently, Frechet et al synthesized the amine-terminated P3HT, and used it to partially replace TOPO on the CdSe nanorod surface, leading to a high degree of homogeneity. $^{50}$ The partial grafting of P3HT resulted in a better electron transfer, yielding a higher $PCE$ in P3HT–CdSe nanorod solar cells. In addition to linear oligothiophene and polythiophene, conjugated oligothiophene dendrons were also rationally designed and utilized as electroactive surfactants for capping CdSe QDs. $^{51,52}$

b. Direct Grafting

![Diagram of direct grafting](image)

Figure 1-3. Grafting vinyl-terminated P3HT onto [(4-bromophenyl)methyl] dioctylphosphine oxide-functionalized CdSe QDs.

Ligand exchange permits derivatization with a broad range of functional groups on the NC surface. However, it suffers from incomplete surface coverage, although a study on nearly quantitatively exchange has been reported recently. $^{45}$ As a consequence, the fluorescence emission is quenched due to aggregations of QDs, $^{53}$ or oscillates due to
Recently, the bifunctional ligand \( p \)-bromobenzyl-di-octylphosphine oxide (DOPO-Br) was synthesized.\(^{55}\) It contains a phosphine oxide moiety serving as the anchoring group to the NC surface, and an arylbromide functionality allowing subsequent surface-initiated reaction. DOPO-Br was used as the capping ligand and replaced TOPO to yield monodispersed DOPO-Br functionalized CdSe QDs. With these QDs, Xu et al grafted relatively longer chain P3HT on the CdSe QD surface via palladium catalyzed Heck coupling, forming P3HT–CdSe QD nanocomposites (Figure 1-3).\(^{56}\) The effective charge transfer from P3HT to CdSe in P3HT–CdSe nanocomposites was confirmed by PL as well as PL decay measurements. Subsequently, Goodman et al reported the first study of the behavior of P3HT–CdSe nanocomposites at the air/water interface.\(^{57}\) Solar cell fabricated from five Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) deposition cycles of the P3HT–CdSe nanocomposites, approximately 30 nm thick, exhibited a relatively high short circuit current, \( I_{SC} \), while maintaining an ultrathin film profile, yielding a \( PCE \) of 0.08%.\(^{57}\) The ultrathin thickness of active layer, \(~30 \text{ nm}\), may result in low light absorption and thus low PCE. On the basis of these results, improved photovoltaic performance may be achieved by introducing QDs into CP–QD nanocomposites via forming a better percolation for charge transport, as well as by preparing CP–QR nanocomposites and aligning them in arrays of nanopores that bridge between two electrodes, where the long axis of aligned QRs provide direct pathway for charge transport.

1.2 Self-Assembly of Non-Linear Polymers at the Air/Water Interface: Effect of Molecular Architecture

Due to the surface effect, polymer thin films and micro- or nanostructured
patterns usually adopt different configurations or self-assembled states from those in bulk, resulting in unique surface structures and chemical compositions, and thus, intriguing properties, including friction, shearing, lubrication, abrasion, wetting, adhesion, adsorption, and indentation.\textsuperscript{58-62} In addition, hierarchical structures composed of polymers that exhibit controlled ordering at different length scales are highly desirable for many applications in optical, electronic, optoelectronic, and magnetic materials and devices.\textsuperscript{63} Self-assembly has been widely recognized as a most promising route to organizing pre-programmed building blocks into hierarchically ordered structures.\textsuperscript{64-66} In this context, fundamental understanding of the supramolecular structure and dynamic self-assembly process at the surface is of great importance in designing and engineering new generation polymer films and patterns with novel functional properties. Recent research has witnessed rapid advances in polymer synthesis techniques that yield a myriad of polymers with unique molecular architecture and properties, and their self-assembly in bulk form are fairly well understood.\textsuperscript{67-69} In stark contrast, their self-assembly in ultrathin films and the resulting supramolecular organization at surfaces and interfaces are far less researched.\textsuperscript{69}

One of the most commonly used methods to scrutinize the supramolecular structure and dynamic self-assembly of polymers in ultrathin films or at an interface is the Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) technique, which renders the self-assembly of polymer at an air/water interface under well controlled conditions.\textsuperscript{70-72} The Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) method, named after Irving Langmuir and Katharine Blodgett, is perhaps the earliest approach to realize what is now called ‘supramolecular assembly’,\textsuperscript{73} providing the opportunities to exercise molecular level control over the structure of organic thin films.\textsuperscript{73}
Various characterization techniques, including high-resolution x-ray diffraction,\textsuperscript{74-77} scanning probe microscopy,\textsuperscript{72,78-81} electron microscopy,\textsuperscript{82,83} and Brewster angle optical microscopy\textsuperscript{84-87} can be integrated with the LB trough and have proven to be effective at addressing many fundamental questions regarding the LB film. Several comprehensive books\textsuperscript{88-90} and reviews\textsuperscript{72,91,92} describing the state-of-the-art LB method are available, offering many aspects of the background science, from LB film deposition and characterization to applications.

To date, a great diversity of molecules and polymers, primarily linear, have been investigated with the LB technique, and the resulting films have been widely used in the areas of microlithography,\textsuperscript{93-96} thin film devices,\textsuperscript{70,72,97-102} and biomimetic films.\textsuperscript{103-106} Among them, linear amphiphilic block copolymer (BCP) is the most well studied system. Ever since the seminal work by Eisenberg and Lennox,\textsuperscript{107} the self-assembly of different linear BCPs, e.g., polystyrene-b-poly(ethylene oxide) (PS-\textit{b}-PEO)\textsuperscript{93,108,109} and polystyrene-b-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-\textit{b}-PMMA),\textsuperscript{110-113} have been intensively investigated, and different models, including “pancake” and “brush” models, have been proposed to successfully illustrate the self-assembly process.\textsuperscript{93,114-117} Upon deposition of these polymers on the water surface, the unfavorable interfacial interaction between the hydrophobic block and water induces the aggregation of hydrophobic blocks, forming different morphologies to reduce the overall free energy of the system. On the other hand, the hydrophilic block tends to adsorb on the water surface or dissolve in the water subphase depending on the surface pressure, forming so-called surface micelles.\textsuperscript{93,108} During this process, the hydrophobic block acts as a buoy, anchoring the polymer chain at the air/water interface and preventing the hydrophilic blocks from dispersing into the
water subphase. Under the applied surface pressure, the hydrophilic blocks are desorbed from the water surface and pushed into the water subphase, yielding the so-called “brush” structure (i.e., transitioning from the “pancake” to the “brush”\textsuperscript{118}). During this transition, the surface area decreases dramatically while the surface pressure is maintained constant, resulting in a plateau region in the isotherm. The length of the plateau region is determined by several parameters, including the ratio of hydrophilic block to hydrophobic block and the chemical composition of BCP. Consequently, three characteristic regions (i.e., liquid, plateau, and condensed regions) are yielded for amphiphilic linear BCPs.

For amphiphilic linear BCPs, the resulting monolayer (supramolecular organization) depends heavily on the characteristics of the blocks (e.g., amphiphilicity, solubility, molecular weight, block ratio, etc.) and processing conditions (e.g., solvent used, concentration of spreading solution, temperature, compression speed, etc.).\textsuperscript{93,107,114,116} Among these variables, the shape of surface micelles of linear BCPs is found to depend mainly on the relative size of the two blocks. Circular micelles are usually formed at high hydrophilic block composition and rod-shaped micelles are preferentially formed when composition of the hydrophilic block is reduced, while a uniform structure of surface micelles is no longer observed if the hydrophilic block content is too low. Therefore, the structure and chemical composition of LB films can be readily tuned by designing the polymer chains and modifying the relative block ratio. These LB films, however, are still limited for use in the areas of surface modification and patterning where self-assembled structures with higher complexity and larger variety are needed.

In order to obtain surface morphologies other than dots and rods (or ribbons), a rational
molecular design that allows for manipulating steric constraint, stacking interaction due to crystallization and $\pi-\pi$ stacking, and hydrogen bonding is postulated to be critical to precisely control the self-assembly process. The variation in the shape of molecules, architecture of polymer backbone and specific intermolecular interaction has been proven to be very effective in tailoring the air/water interfacial behavior of polymeric materials.\textsuperscript{69} Thus, polymers with more complex structures have been exploited to modify their self-assembly process and ultimately well controlled morphology. This activity has in turn stimulated the proper design of a large number of polymers with new structures and chemical compositions. To date, self-assembly of many non-linear polymers, including polymer brushes, star copolymers,\textsuperscript{119-123} and dendritic polymers,\textsuperscript{124-126} at the air/water interface have been studied, in which a broad range of morphologies, such as dots,\textsuperscript{108,123,126,127} spaghetti,\textsuperscript{93,116,127,128} ribbons,\textsuperscript{107,125,126} islands,\textsuperscript{123,125,126} continents,\textsuperscript{127,128} wormlike,\textsuperscript{129} twister,\textsuperscript{130} and bicontinuous network,\textsuperscript{122} were observed.

For non-linear BCPs, the presence of joints, branches, and a low degree of entanglement significantly alters the physical properties compared to their linear counterparts, resulting in a totally different but more controllable self-assembly process.\textsuperscript{131} In addition to structural influences (both chemical composition and chemical structure), the functional end groups in non-linear BCPs play a much more important role in determining their self-assembly behaviors. Simple modification of the end group can dramatically affect the physical properties of polymers. As noted above, changing the hydrophobic/hydrophilic ratio is the most viable means of controlling the morphology. In contrast to linear BCPs, in which alteration of the ratio can only be realized by changing the percentage of hydrophobic and hydrophilic blocks, the branched structures in the non-
linear BCPs offer more variables to modify the ratio, including the architectures (e.g., the number of arms in the star-like polymers, grafting density in polymer brushes) and functional end groups because of increased ends at the periphery of the chain, which in turn enable the self-assembly of more much complex yet well controlled structures.

1.2.1 Polymer Brushes

![Schematic illustration of phase transition of polymer brushes](image)

Figure 1-4. Schematic illustration of phase transition of polymer brushes from (a) a rod-like to (b) a globule state caused by partial desorption of side chains. The fraction of adsorbed side chains $\phi_a$ is a function of spreading coefficient $S$, the length of side chains $n$, and the grafting density $h$. Reprinted with permission from ref. 81, (2001 American Chemical Society).

One the most studied non-linear polymers at the air/water interface is graft polymer, also known as molecular brush or comb-like polymer. It is typically synthesized by attaching polymer chains along a flexible backbone with different grafting densities. Significant advance in synthesis techniques make it feasible to prepare various novel brush-like polymers, including comb-like (identical type of side chains), centipede (two different types of side chains), and barbwire (multiple types of side chains).
named based on the presence of side chains, possessing different kinds of architectures (e.g., tadpole\textsuperscript{140}, tablet-like\textsuperscript{141} and bottle-shaped brushes\textsuperscript{67} defined based on the shape of polymer as whole). Depending on the distribution of side chains along the backbone, polymer brushes are also classified as regular\textsuperscript{142}, random\textsuperscript{134} and gradient brushes\textsuperscript{143}.

Because of the steric repulsion of densely grafted side chains, polymer brushes usually adopt a wormlike conformation in solution\textsuperscript{143-146}. When adsorbed on the surface (water or solid substrate), the interaction between the side chain and the surface changes the orientation of the side chain relative to the backbone and breaks the symmetry and the dimensionality of the system\textsuperscript{147,148}, thus allowing for more conformations that depend on the fraction of adsorbed side chains, $\phi_a$ (Figure 1-4).\textsuperscript{149} Two distinct conformations are usually observed, resulting from a competition between the energetically favorable interaction of side chains with the substrate and entropically unfavorable extension of adsorbed side chains. A brush with a high $\phi_a$ adopts a rod-like conformation (Figure 1-4a). Conversely, a brush with a relatively small $\phi_a$ prefers a globular conformation favored by the aggregation of desorbed side chains (Figure 1-4b).\textsuperscript{143}

\subsection*{1.2.2 \textit{Star-Like Polymers}}

Star-like polymers are also an important class of non-linear polymers, in which several linear polymer chains (i.e., arms) are attached to one compact core. These chains can be chemically similar or different, thus producing heteroarm or miktoarm star-like polymers\textsuperscript{150}. Star-like polymers with compact, low-generation dendrimers as a core are usually called dendritic stars\textsuperscript{151,152}. The self-assembly of star-like polymers at the air/water interface was studied rather recently due mainly to the difficulty in their synthesis with high structural uniformity\textsuperscript{132}.
Star-like BCP can behave like either a linear BCP or a unimolecular micelle (i.e., composed of single copolymer molecule), or somewhere in between, depending heavily on the number of arms and physical properties of the arms. With an increased number of arms, the molecules become more compact, resulting in less entanglement and more defined supramolecular organization. When absorbing on the surface, the unfavorable interaction with the surface leads to the formation of globular structures, while the favorable interaction usually allows the arm to spread, adopting an extended conformation.

1.2.3 Dendritic Polymers

Due to the promising properties stemming from functionalized polymer chains and nanoparticle-like compact molecular architecture, dendritic polymers have received considerable attention over the past decades. Two major classes of dendritic polymers are hyperbranched polymers and dendrimers. Dendrimers have regular, tree-like architectures, divergent from a single, point-like core with very regular branches radically extending from a single center. Because of well-defined globular architecture, the dendrimers at the air/water interface have been extensively investigated. The “edge on” and “face on” models have been widely used to explain the self-assembly of a variety of dendrimers at the air/water interface. We refer the reader to several comprehensive reviews on dendrimers and their assemblies. Here we only focus on the hyperbranched polymers with tree-like architecture, which are quite similar to dendrimers but have a lower degree of branching and less regular architecture. The morphology and overall shape of hyperbranched polymers as well as their interfacial behavior can also be altered by modifying the internal chemical architecture, the nature and
distribution of terminal group, and the strength of the polymer/surface interaction.\cite{126,170} Compared to dendrimers, despite the similarity in architecture, hyperbranched polymers show a much different self-assembly process, which is due to the much higher molecular weight and less defined architectures.

### 1.2.4 Linear-Dendritic Polymers

![Figure 1-4. Molecular structure of linear-dendritic polymer.](image)

As noted previously, dendritic polymers are monodisperse, tree-like macromolecules with a regular and highly branched architecture consisting of a dendritic core and peripheral sites. This peculiar structural feature opens many opportunities for using them in drug delivery (serving as host for foreign molecules),\cite{171} interfacial liquid membranes for stabilizing aqueous-organic emulsion, catalysis and reaction sites,\cite{172} etc. However, such compact a structure often leads to little or no entanglements, thus limiting certain applications where highly robust and cohesive films are needed. One way to overcome this problem is to capitalize on a dendrimeric polymer containing a linear block or segment (Figure 1-4). The linear block increases entanglements, thus enhancing the mechanical integrity, whereas the self-assembly nature of BCPs can be exploited to assist the assembly of organized films.\cite{173} Most importantly, the unique properties of dendritic
polymer can be well retained in linear-dendritic polymers. Because of such a novel hybrid structure, intriguing interfacial behavior may be expected when self-assembled at the air/water interface. Compared with the non-linear polymers discussed above, linear-dendritic polymers cover a wider range of materials, but have received far less attention to date.
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Chapter 2. Anisotropic Nanocomposites via Directly Coupling Conjugated Polymers with Quantum Rods

2.1 Introduction

Conjugated polymers (CPs) have received considerable attention as promising materials for use in organic photovoltaics, light-emitting diodes (LEDs), thin film transistors, and biosensors.\(^1\) Among various types of CPs, poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) is one of the most widely studied organic semiconductors. P3HT possesses excellent solution processability, environmental stability, high charge carrier mobility, and tailorable electrochemical properties.\(^2\) Due to their quantum-confined nature, for quantum dots (QDs) such as cadmium selenide (CdSe),\(^3\) variation of nanocrystal size provides continuous and predictable changes in fluorescence emission, rendering them useful for a wide range of applications in photovoltaic cells,\(^4,5\) LEDs,\(^6\) biosensors,\(^7\) and bio-imaging.\(^7\)

CP-based organic/inorganic hybrid solar cells (e.g., CP/QD composites) are favorable alternatives to inorganic solar cells as they carry many advantages peculiar to CPs, such as light weight, flexibility, processability, roll-to-roll production, low cost, and large area. However, the CP/QD composites are widely prepared by simply physically mixing CP and QD, which suffers from several severe problems, including microscopic phase separation and the existence of insulating interfacial layers,\(^8\) thereby reducing the interfacial area between CP and QD and limiting the performance of the resulting devices. Recently, various methods have been utilized to overcome these problems, such as the use of co-solvent mixture\(^9\) or binary solvent mixture,\(^10\) and surface modification of QDs.\(^8\) The most elegant approach is to chemically tether CPs on the QD surface (i.e., preparing CP–QD nanocomposites), enabling direct electronic coupling between CP and QD.\(^8,11\)
Notably, this strategy has only recently been developed and primarily implemented via ligand exchange, which permits the derivatization with a broad range of functional groups. However, ligand exchange chemistry suffers from incomplete surface coverage.

2.2 Result and Discussion

In this context, recently P3HT–CdSe QD nanocomposites have been synthesized by directly grafting vinyl-terminated P3HT onto [(4-bromophenyl)methyl]dioctylphosphine oxide (DOPO-Br) functionalized CdSe QD surface via a mild palladium-catalyzed Heck coupling without the need for ligand exchange. The ability to manipulate the shape of nanocrystals has led to quantum rods (hereafter refer to as nanorods; NRs) with diameters ranging from 2 to 10 nm and lengths ranging from 5 to 100 nm. Due to their intrinsic structural anisotropy, NRs possess many unique properties that make them potentially better nanocrystals than QDs for photovoltaics and biomedical applications. Photovoltaic cells made of NRs and CPs show an improved optical absorption in the red and near-infrared ranges originating from the NRs. Moreover, the long axis of NRs provides continuous paths for transporting electrons, an advantage over QDs where electron hopping between QDs is required. The performance of photovoltaic cells can be further improved if NRs are vertically aligned between two electrodes to minimize the carrier transport pathways. It is noteworthy that although CP–NR nanocomposites were recently produced by ligand exchange of CPs with insulating ligands that were originally bonded on the NR surface, direct grafting of CPs onto anisotropic nanocrystals has not yet been explored.
Herein, we report one simple yet robust route to CP–NR nanocomposites, dispensing with the need for ligand exchange chemistry. In this strategy, the catalyst free alkyne–azide cycloaddition, which belongs to an emerging field of click chemistry,\textsuperscript{15} was utilized in the preparation of P3HT–CdSe NR nanocomposites. As shown in scheme 2-1, CdSe NRs were passivated with bromobenzylphosphonic acid (BBPA) which not only induced elongated growth but also functionalized the CdSe NR surface, forming BBPA-CdSe NRs. Subsequently, the aryl bromide of BBPA was converted into azide functional group, forming N\textsubscript{3}-BPA-CdSe NRs. Finally, catalyst-free Huisgen 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition between ethynyl-terminated P3HT and N\textsubscript{3}-BPA-CdSe NRs successfully yielded intimate P3HT-CdSe NR nanocomposites without introducing any deleterious metallic impurity. Compared with the heck coupling mainly used in the present P3HT grafting works, the click reaction possessed several attractive features, including an extremely versatile bond formation process, no requirement of protecting groups, good selectivity, nearly complete conversion, and generally no need for purification.\textsuperscript{16} As such, it stands out as a promising method to simplify the synthesis procedure and opens opportunities to increase the grafting density for large-scale synthesis. The charge transfer occurred at the P3HT/CdSe
NR interface and was confirmed by systematic UV-Vis absorption, photoluminescence (PL), and time-resolved PL studies.

It has been demonstrated that end-functional P3HT can be successfully grafted onto \([(4\text{-bromophenyl})\text{methyl}]\text{dioctylphosphine oxide (DOPO-Br) functionalized CdSe QD surface through Heck coupling of aryl bromide of DOPO-Br with vinyl end group of P3HT}.^{12}\) Quite intriguingly, however, the strategy of preparing (DOPO-Br) capped CdSe QDs was not effective in the synthesis of DOPO-Br capped CdSe NRs, as phosphine oxide, the capping group on DOPO-Br, was not a suitable ligand to induce elongated growth of CdSe nanocrystals.\(^3\) Growth in phosphine oxide occurred too rapidly at the high monomer concentration desired for the elongated growth. Thus the resulting nanocrystals are primarily isotropic dot-like.\(^3,17\) By contrast, phosphoric acid, coordinating more strongly than phosphine oxide, is very effective at adjusting the growth rate of nanocrystals and raising the energy of (001) faces of CdSe wurtzite structure, which leads to the formation of elongated structures.\(^3,17\) Moreover, a recent NMR study showed that phosphoric acid is the only capping ligand on the elongated CdSe structure, even though an excess amount of phosphine oxide was used as the solvent.\(^18\) Taken together, in order to enable the ligands not only bear functional group, i.e., aryl bromide (converted into azide) that can react with end-functional P3HT via click reaction, but also can strongly anchor to the NR surface, new bifunctional ligands with phosphonic group and aryl bromide at each end are needed.
Figure 2-1. TEM images of (a) BBPA-functionalized CdSe NRs, and (b) close-up of an individual NR

2. Result and discussion

Figure 2-2. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements on (a) BBPA functionalized CdSe NRs; and (b) P3HT-CdSe NR nanocomposites prepared by click reaction.
To this end, bromobenzylphosphonic acid (BBPA; bearing aryl bromide end group) functionalized CdSe NRs were synthesized based on a ligand-exchange free procedure (see *Experimental Section*). The TEM measurements revealed a high quality one-dimensional CdSe NR morphology with wurtzite structure (Figure 2-1a) and dimensions of 40±5.6 nm in length and 5±0.7 nm in diameter (Figure 2-1b). The local weak aggregation was due to the self-assembly of BBPA-CdSe NRs on the TEM grid after solvent evaporation.\(^3\) The NRs possessed monodispersed size distribution as evidenced by the dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurement in which a relatively narrow single peak was observed (Figure 2-2a). The anchoring of BBPA on CdSe was detected by the solution-based \(^{31}\)P-NMR after ligand recovery process (see *Supporting Information*); this is due to the confinement of ligand vibration by solid surface.\(^{19}\) The \(^{31}\)P-NMR of octadecylphosphonic acid (ODPA; 27.66ppm) and BBPA (21.29ppm) exhibited similar intensity despite the initial molar ratio of ODPA:BBPA = 5:1 (Figure 3). Compared with ODPA, BBPA has much shorter chain length and thus much higher reactivity due to less steric hindrance during the monomer diffusion and crystal growth process.\(^{17,18}\) This result was consistent with a previous study using hexylphosphonic acid (HPA) and tetradecane phosphoric acid (TDPA) mixture to grow CdSe NRs, where more active HPA also predominately covered the NR surface.\(^{20}\) Additionally, in the present study no peak of TOPO (solvent) was observed (data not shown), which is due to its much weaker capping ability as compared to phosphoric acid; this is in good agreement with previously reported work.\(^{19,20}\)
Figure 2-3. $^{31}$P NMR spectra of (a) pure ODPA, (b) pure BBPA, and (c) CdSe-BBPA and CdSe-ODPA complex (see Supporting Information: BBPA ligand recovery for NMR analysis).

Figure 2-4. TEM images of CdSe NRs synthesized with (a) BBPA solely, (b) ODPA/BBPA mixture at 1:1 molar ratio, and (c) ODPA/BBPA mixture at 3:1 molar ratio.
The addition of ODPA as a co-ligand was found to play an important role in producing high quality, well-dispersed elongated nanocrystals. Growth with BBPA solely led to the formation of highly aggregated elongated nanostructures (Figure 2-4a) due to poor stabilization of BBPA in relatively low polar organic solvent (i.e., THF and toluene used in the study), in which P3HT, however, was fully dissolved during the grafting process. Furthermore, a lower molar ratio of ODPA in the ligand mixture (i.e., ODPA:BBPA = 1:1 and 3:1) generally led to less well-defined nanostructures possessing more branches, kinks, and non-uniform cross sections along the diameter of the NRs (Figure 2-4b and 2-4c). The presence of sufficient ODPA acted as the monomer buffer (i.e., metal-organic precursors) in conjunction with BBPA, effectively regulating the monomer concentration during the nanocrystal growth. Otherwise, the highly active BBPA-Cd precursor would greatly accelerate the growth process, resulting in structures more susceptible to lattice defects (e.g., stacking faults, twinning defects, etc.).

Click reaction has been widely recognized as an attractive route for the functionalization of a variety of nanomaterials with high yield, including Au nanoparticles, carbon nanotubes, and QDs. To the best of our knowledge, no study has been performed on direct grafting of conjugated polymers onto nanocrystals using click reaction. In the present study the synthesis of P3HT–CdSe NR nanocomposites was accomplished as follows (Scheme 2-1). First, aryl bromide of BBPA was converted into an azide group by adding NaN₃ in the BBPA-CdSe solution. As NaN₃ cannot be dissolved quite well in organic solvents (i.e., THF), a long time reaction over a period of three days was carried out to ensure complete conversion to yield azide-benzylphosphonic acid capped CdSe (i.e., N₃-BPA-CdSe). Subsequently, the azide group
of N$_3$-BPA-CdSe reacted with ethynyl-terminated P3HT to form 1, 2, 3-triazole, thus grafting P3HT onto the CdSe NR surface (see Experimental Section). Notably, the use of catalysts (e.g., copper) was avoided in this process as metallic impurities can be easily bonded to the nanocrystal surface, making it difficult to remove from the product, which is deleterious to the performance of nanocomposite solar cells.

Figure 2-5. TEM images of P3HT/CdSe NR composites prepared by (a) physically mixing ethynyl-terminated P3HT and azide-benzylphosphonic acid functionalized CdSe NRs, and (b) P3HT-CdSe NR nanocomposites synthesized by click reaction

The color of the solution changed from brown (CdSe) to light purple (P3HT) after the reaction and subsequent purification, indicating P3HT was grafted onto CdSe NRs. TEM images of P3HT/CdSe NR composites prepared by physically blending ethynyl-terminated P3HT and BBPA-CdSe, and P3HT–CdSe NR nanocomposites are shown in Figure 2-5a and 2-1b, respectively. Compared to the physical mixture counterpart, which showed significant phase segregation (Figure 2-5a) and thus reduced the interfacial area needed for charge separation, CdSe NRs were well dispersed within the P3HT–CdSe NR nanocomposites as evidenced in Figure 2-5b. The self-assembly of nanocomposites was
clearly evident, which can be attributed to strong dipole-dipole interaction of CdSe NRs broadly observed in the elongated nanostructures (Figure 2-5b). The P3HT/CdSe weight ratio in the composites (~1: 3.358) was made to be the same as that of the nanocomposites; the ratio in the latter was determined by TGA measurements (Figure 2-6). Notably, the P3HT–CdSe NR nanocomposites can also be readily dispersed in the P3HT homopolymer matrix (Figure 2-7) in comparison to phase segregation seen in the P3HT/CdSe composites (Figure 2-5a). It is interesting to note that no clear grafted P3HT at the periphery of CdSe NRs was imaged by TEM (Figure 2-7a) due to the low electron density of P3HT compared to inorganic NRs. However, the existence of P3HT grafting can be indirectly verified by the DLS measurement, which had been proven to be an effective method to confirm the coating at the surface of NRs (e.g., Au). After P3HT grafting, the average size of NRs actually increased from 17.37 nm to 19.56 nm (Figure 2-2).

Figure 2-6. Thermogravimetry analysis (TGA) of (a) BBPA functionalized CdSe NRs, (b) P3HT-CdSe NR nanocomposites prepared by click reaction.
Figure 2-7. (a) HRTEM image of P3HT-CdSe NR nanocomposites synthesized by click reaction, and (b) TEM image of nanocomposites in a P3HT homopolymer matrix. The P3HT matrix is clearly evident on the background of TEM images, appearing dark and/or grey.

The success of coupling of ethynyl-terminated P3HT with N₃-BPA-CdSe NRs was confirmed by solution $^1$H-NMR. Compared with molecules and QDs, NRs are large in volume, the vibration of bonded P3HT was strongly confined under magnetic wave, resulting in low resolution NMR signal of the coupling group nearby the NR surface. Therefore, a dissociation procedure was employed to detach grafted P3HT chain from the NR surface, and thus P3HT coupled with BBPA ligand can be characterized in a free unbonded state (see Supporting Information). After click reaction, the proton signal from thiophene ring at 6.98 ppm was observed, and it was shifted to 6.88 ppm after dissociation of P3HT, indicating that P3HT was originally bonded to CdSe (Figure 2-9). Furthermore, The proton signal at 3.5 ppm (i.e., peak i) from the ethynyl group on P3HT (Figure 2-10) disappeared after click reaction (Figure 2-10b), signifying P3HT was successfully grafted onto CdSe. Additionally, the signal of proton from thiophene ring
connected with ethynyl group (i.e., peak h) also disappeared due to the absence of influence of ethynyl group after forming cycloaddition. The grafting density of P3HT chains was determined by thermogravimetry analysis (TGA) (Figure 2-6). The molecular weight of CdSe NRs was estimated to be $9.81 \times 10^6$ g/mol based on TEM images shown in Figure 2-1, and the P3HT/CdSe weight ratio was 1 : 3.358 from TGA. Thus the P3HT/CdSe molar ratio was approximately ~560:1, much higher than that obtained from ligand exchange approach, which was 250:1.\textsuperscript{14}

**Figure 2-8.** (a) Absorption spectra of azide-benzylphosphonic acid functionalized CdSe NRs (black curve), ethynyl-terminated P3HT (blue curve), and P3HT-CdSe nanocomposites prepared by click reaction (red curve). (b) Emission spectra of ethynyl-terminated P3HT (blue curve) and nanocomposites (red curve) in dry state.
Figure 2-9. $^1$H NMR spectra of P3HT in chloroform that was grafted on CdSe (black) and P3HT after detached from the CdSe NR surface (red) in the nanocomposites prepared by click reaction.

Figure 2-10. (a) $^1$H NMR spectrum of ethynyl-terminated P3HT, and (b) $^1$H NMR spectrum of P3HT detached from the CdSe NR surface in the nanocomposites prepared by click reaction.

The photophysical properties of the resulting P3HT–CdSe NR nanocomposites were explored by absorption and solid state photoluminescence (PL) studies. Figure 2-8 shows the absorption spectra of N$_3$-BPA-CdSe NR, ethynyl-terminated P3HT, and P3HT–CdSe
NR nanocomposites in THF. The absorption maxima for P3HT and CdSe NRs were at 448 nm and 615 nm, respectively. It is clear that the absorption spectrum of nanocomposites was the sum of the absorption spectra of its constituents, which served as additional evidence of successful coupling of nanocomposites. Moreover, the absorption spectrum also revealed the effect of P3HT coating on the band structure of CdSe NRs (Figure 2-8). The absorption maximum was blue-shifted from 615 nm in N₃-BPA-CdSe to 601 nm in P3HT−CdSe nanocomposites, which can be attributed to (i) the changes in the dielectric environment (i.e., grafting a layer of P3HT) that perturb the energy of quantum-confined excition,²⁶ or (ii) enhanced confinement of electron wave function due to increased exciton-free dead layer thickness on the CdSe NR surface.²⁷ The dry nanocomposite film was characterized by PL measurement, which was acquired from the sample sealed in an Ar-filled vial to prevent possible photodegradation (Figure 2-8b).²⁸ The vibronic structures of ethynyl-terminated P3HT were clearly evident.¹² By contrast, a nearly complete quenching of P3HT fluorescence was seen, implying efficient charge transfer from P3HT to CdSe NRs. This observation further confirmed intimate chemical contact between P3HT and CdSe.¹⁴ Furthermore, the emission of P3HT at 710 nm after bonded on the CdSe surface was also blue-shifted to 697 nm. As the electronic structure of conjugated polymers is strongly related to their configuration,²⁹ the blue-shift may be associated with a different configuration state of P3HT on CdSe surface than in crystallized bulk.
Figure 2-11. Normalized time-resolved photoluminescence decays of P3HT, physical mixture of P3HT/BBPA-CdSe NR, P3HT–CdSe nanocomposites prepared by click coupling, respectively, monitored at $\lambda_{\text{exc}} = 407$ nm and $\lambda_{\text{em}} \geq 500$ nm. The curve fitting yielded the average lifetimes of 370 ps for P3HT, 320 ps for P3HT/CdSe NR composite, and 105 ps for P3HT–CdSe nanocomposites via click reaction, respectively.

In order to provide additional information on the charge transfer dynamics in P3HT–CdSe nanocomposites, time-resolved PL measurements (i.e., ultrafast emission dynamics) monitored at the wavelength above 500 nm were performed by measuring the fluorescence lifetime using time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) methodology (Figure 2-11). The solid state dynamics took place on the picosecond time scale and involved the diffusion of electronic excitations from P3HT to CdSe.\textsuperscript{12} The measurements revealed that P3HT/CdSe composites (i.e., mixture of P3HT homopolymer and BBPA-CdSe) had a fluorescence lifetime of 320 ps, close to a 370 ps lifetime for
P3HT homopolymer; this is because the charge transfer between P3HT and CdSe was hindered by the insulating ligands (i.e., BBPA and ODPA) as well as the strong phase segregation in composites. The P3HT–CdSe nanocomposites formed by click coupling, however, exhibited a much faster lifetime of 105 ps, an important signature of an improved interfacial contact between P3HT and CdSe. The direct chemical anchoring of P3HT on CdSe made it easy for excitons to find the interface and dissociate, representing a rapid charge transfer from P3HT to CdSe. This result was well correlated with the static PL study (Figure 2-8b). The charge transfer led to the PL quenching since the photogenerated exciton was dissociated before luminescence occurred.

2.3 Conclusion

In summary, semiconductor organic–inorganic nanocomposites were successfully synthesized by directly grafting end-functional conjugated polymers onto anisotropic nanocrystals that possessed complimentary functional groups for coupling reaction. A simple yet robust “grafting-onto” strategy was exploited to create P3HT–CdSe NR nanocomposites, namely, catalyst-free click reaction of ethynyl-terminated P3HT with azide-benzylphosphonic acid functionalized CdSe NRs, thereby affording direct contact between P3HT and CdSe and dispensing with the need for ligand exchange chemistry as in copious previous work. The success of the formation of nanocomposite was confirmed by NMR and DLS measurements. The CdSe NRs can be well dispersed within the resulting nanocomposites. The grafting density of P3HT was greatly increased as compared to that using conventional ligand exchange approach. The solid-state emission spectra of nanocomposite suggested the charge transfer from P3HT to CdSe. A much
faster lifetime (i.e., fast exciton dissociation at the P3HT/CdSe interface) for the nanocomposites prepared by click reaction was observed. Such nanocomposites, in which P3HT and CdSe NRs are intimately contacted, may be very promising for use in organic–inorganic hybrid solar cells with improved power conversion efficiency due to (i) an increased interfacial contact between conjugated polymers and one-dimensional nanocrystals, and (ii) vectorial pathways provided by the long axis of NRs when they are aligned perpendicularly between two electrodes for effective exciton dissociation and transport. This is the subject of current study.

2.4 Experimental Section

All chemicals, including 4-bromobenzyl bromide, triethyl phosphate, cadmium oxide (CdO), tri-n-octylphosphine oxide (TOPO), sodium azide (NaN₃), tert-Butylmagnesium chloride (2mol/L in diethyl ether), and ethynylmagnesium bromide (0.5mol/L in THF) purchased from Sigma Aldrich, and tetra decyl phosphonic acid (TDPA), octadecyl phosphonic acid (ODPA) purchased form PCI synthesis were used as received. THF (Fisher, 99%) was refluxed over sodium wire and distilled from sodium naphthalenide solution.

*Synthesis of bromobenzylphosphonic acid (BBPA)*. Mixture of 4-bromobenzyl bromide and triethyl phosphite (molar ratio = 1:2) was heated and stirred under Ar at 150 ºC for 5 h to yield diethylphosphonate ester. The excess triethyl phosphite and byproducts were then removed by heating at 100 ºC under vacuum for several hours. After that, diethylphosphonate ester was hydrolyzed to yield BBPA by adding excess concentrated aqueous HCl and heated at 100ºC overnight. After cooling down to room
temperature, the BBPA was filtered out, and then redissolved in CH$_3$CN. The addition of CH$_3$CN and its evaporation using rotary evaporator were repeated for three times to remove trace amount of water and HCl. Finally BBPA was recrystallized using ethyl acetate to obtain pure product.

Yield: 56%. $^1$H NMR(300MHz, DMSO-d$_6$): 7.46 (d, 2H, $J$ =7.6Hz), 7.19 (d, 2H, $J$ =7.4Hz), (AA'XX', 4H), 2.94 (d, 2H, $J$ =21 Hz)

*Synthesis of BBPA capped CdSe NRs.* A mixture of 67 mg BBPA, 333 mg ODPA, 1.5g TOPO, and 0.1 g CdO was first degassed in a 25 ml three-neck flask connected to a Liebig condenser at room temperature in vacuum and subsequently at 120°C for 60 min. It was then slowly heated under Ar until CdO decomposed and the solution turned clear and colorless. Next, 0.7 ml TOP was added, and the temperature was further raised to 320°C. 36 mg selenium dissolved in 0.5 ml TOP was rapidly injected to the vigorously stirred Cd precursor. The CdSe NRs was allowed to grow for 5 min. The BBPA-functionalized CdSe was isolated by repeated dissolution in THF and precipitation in methanol for three times.

*Synthesis of ethynyl-terminated P3HT.* The ethynyl-terminated P3HT was synthesized by a quasi-living Grignard metathesis (GRIM) method.$^{30}$ Briefly, 2,5-dibromo-3-hexylthiophene (0.815g, 2.5 mmol) was dissolved in THF (5 mL) in a three-neck flask and stirred under Ar. Tert-butylimagnesium chloride (1.25 mL, 2.5 mmol) was added via syringe. The mixture was stirred for 2 h at room temperature. Subsequently, it was diluted to 25 mL with THF and Ni(dppp)Cl$_2$ (22.5 mg, 0.041 mmol) was added. The resulting mixture was first stirred for 10 min at room temperature, producing intermediate P3HT, followed by reacting with ethynylmagnesium bromide (2mL, 1mmol) in THF for
30 min at room temperature. The final product, ethynyl-terminated P3HT was obtained by precipitating the reaction mixture in methanol, filtering in an extraction thimble, and washing by Soxhlet extraction with methanol, hexanes, and chloroform sequentially. The final pure ethynyl-terminated P3HT was recovered after chloroform evaporated. The regioregularity of ethynyl-terminated P3HT was greater than 98%. The number average molecular weight and PDI of ethynyl-terminated P3HT were 5100 g/mol and 1.18, respectively.

Yield: 40.8%. $^1$H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3, d (ppm):6.98 (s, 1H), 6.0 (m, 1H), 3.05 (s, 1H), 2.8 (t, J=3 Hz, 2H), 1.7 (m, 2H), 1.43 (m, 2H), 1.36 (m, 4H), and 0.92 (t, 3H).

**Synthesis of P3HT–CdSe nanocomposites by click reaction.** NaN$_3$ was added in the BBPA-CdSe NR THF solution. The mixture was sealed and stirred at room temperature for three days. Excess amount of NaN$_3$ was removed by centrifugation. The resulting azide-benzylphosphonic acid capped CdSe NRs (i.e., N$_3$-BPA-CdSe) were then precipitated with methanol. Subsequently, 50 mg N$_3$-BPA-CdSe NRs, 50mg ethynyl-terminated P3HT and 10 ml THF were loaded in a flask and kept at 60 °C under Ar for two days. Same as the case for nanocomposites prepared by Heck coupling, the reaction mixture was cooled, transferred, and centrifuged. The free P3HT molecules in the solution were removed by precipitation.

**Characterization.** The morphologies of CdSe NRs and nanocomposites were imaged by TEM (JEOL 1200EX scanning/transmission electron microscope (STEM); operated at 80 kV). The absorption spectra were recorded with a UV-Vis spectrometer (UV-1600, SHIMADAZU). The emission spectra were taken with a Nikon Eclipse TE2000-E microscope coupled with an optical insights hyperspectral unit and a Cascade 512B
camera (Roger Scientific). The $^1$H NMR and $^{31}$P NMR were performed using Varian VXR-400 spectroscopy. The grafting density of P3HT chains on the CdSe surface was determined by thermogravimetry analysis (TGA; TA Instrument TGA Q 50). The fluorescence lifetime measurements were performed using time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) technique. The full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the instrument response function was $\sim$40-45 ps. All samples were excited at $\lambda_{\text{ex}}$ = 407 nm, and the fluorescence emission was collected at $\lambda_{\text{ex}} \geq 500$ nm at perpendicular polarization orientation of the emission polarizer with respect to the vertical excitation polarization in order to eliminate possible interferences of scattered excitation light from solid surfaces.

**BBPA ligand recovery for NMR analysis.** To recover the capping ligand of CdSe NRs for NMR analysis, the NR solution was precipitated for three times by adding methanol. The precipitate was isolated by centrifugation and decantation, and dried under vacuum at 80 °C overnight. The NR powder was then dissolved in aqua regia (concentrated HNO$_3$ : concentrated HCl = 1 : 3). The resulting solution was extracted with ethyl ether. After ethyl ether evaporated under vacuum, the white solid was characterized by $^{31}$P NMR in dimethyl sulfoxide–d.

**P3HT dissociation from nanocomposites for NMR analysis.** The grafted P3HT cannot be stripped from the CdSe NR surface using the recovery method for BBPA because of the degradation of P3HT caused by aqua regia.$^{[1]}$ Despite the fact that pyridine is a weak ligand, grafted P3HT can still be partially exchanged in a thermodynamically controlled process.$^{[2]}$ Briefly, the purified P3HT–CdSe NR nanocomposites were first dissolved in pyridine. The mixture was then heated at 80°C and intensely stirred for three days under Ar in a 25 ml three-neck flask connected to a Liebig condenser. Excess pyridine was then
vacuumed at 80°C overnight, and the resulting solid was characterized by 1H NMR in chloroform–d.
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Chapter 3. Anisotropic Organic–Inorganic Nanocomposites by Placing Conjugated Polymers in Intimate Contact with Quantum Rods

3.1 Introduction

Recent advances in synthesis\(^1\) and assembly\(^2\) of nanocrystals (NCs) provide unique opportunities to exploit NCs for the development of next generation organic/inorganic hybrid solar cells as one of the most promising alternatives to Si solar cells to deliver efficient energy conversion with inexpensive fabrication.\(^3,4\) These conjugated polymer-based photovoltaic devices capitalize on the advantages peculiar to conjugated polymers (CPs), such as light weight, flexibility, processability, roll-to-roll production, low cost, and large area, in conjunction with the high electron mobility and tunable optical properties of inorganic NCs. In the organic/inorganic hybrids, poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) is one of the most extensively utilized CPs due to its excellent solution processability, environmental stability, high charge carrier mobility, and tailorable electrochemical properties;\(^5,6\) and CdSe quantum dots (QDs) are the commonly investigated NCs because of their quantum-confined nature and well-matched energy level with P3HT.\(^7-13\)

However, the CP/NC hybrids are widely prepared by simply *physically mixing* CP and NC. As such, it remains challenging to control the detailed morphology and dispersion of NCs within CPs at the nanoscale. The NCs are often passivated with insulating organic ligand that hinders the efficient electronic interaction (e.g., charge transfer) with the surrounding CPs.\(^14\) Moreover, due to the large difference in their solubilities, phase separation of CPs and NCs was inevitable, thereby reducing the
interfacial area between them and limiting the performance of the resulting devices.\textsuperscript{15} To this end, the ability to chemically tether NCs with CPs (i.e., preparing CP–NC nanocomposites with well-controlled interfaces) provides a means of achieving a uniform dispersion of NCs and, most importantly, significantly promoting the electronic interaction between the electron-donating CPs and electron-accepting NCs.\textsuperscript{16,17} Notably, this strategy has only recently been developed and primarily implemented via ligand exchange that suffers from incomplete surface coverage.\textsuperscript{16,18}

The ability to manipulate the shape of semiconductor NCs has led to quantum rods (QRs) with diameters ranging from 2 to 10 nm and lengths ranging from 5 to 100 nm.\textsuperscript{19,20} QRs possess improved optical absorption in the visible and near-infrared ranges\textsuperscript{7} and enhanced electron mobility when being aligned in the direction of transport, an advantage over QDs where electron hopping between QDs is required, which make them better NCs than QDs for use in solar cells.\textsuperscript{21} Herein, we discussed a simple yet robust route to directly placing conjugated polymer, P3HT in intimate contact with anisotropic CdSe QRs (i.e., creating P3HT–CdSe QR nanocomposites), dispensing with the need for ligand exchange chemistry. The bromobenzylphosphonic acid (BBPA) was utilized as a novel bifunctional ligand with the phosphonic acid and aryl bromide at each end. The phosphonic acid group coordinated with CdSe to induce elongated growth, yielding BBPA-functionalized CdSe QRs (i.e., BBPA-CdSe QRs) with the aryl bromide group on their surface. Subsequently, P3HT–CdSe QR nanocomposites were obtained by Heck coupling of vinyl-terminated P3HT with BBPA-CdSe QRs (i.e., coupling reaction between the vinyl endgroup of P3HT with the aryl bromide of BBPA-CdSe). The success of direct coupling was confirmed by nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR)
and dynamic light scattering. The occurrence of charge transfer at the P3HT/CdSe interface was evidenced by UV-Vis absorption, photoluminescence (PL), and time-resolved PL studies. As such, it stands out as a promising method to simplify the synthesis procedure and opens opportunities to increase the grafting density for large-scale synthesis for use in solar cells.

Scheme 3-1. Direct grafting vinyl-terminated P3HT onto bromobenzylphosphonic acid-functionalized CdSe QRs (i.e., BBPA-CdSe QRs) by Heck coupling, yielding P3HT–CdSe QR nanocomposites.

3.2 Result and Discussion

Bromobenzylphosphonic acid (BBPA; bearing aryl bromide end group) functionalized CdSe QRs (i.e., BBPA-CdSe QRs) were synthesized based on a ligand-exchange free procedure (Scheme 3-1; also see Experimental). Notably, phosphonic acids are most widely utilized ligands to induce the anisotropic growth of NCs as they coordinate more strongly on the NC surface than other ligands, thereby effective regulating the growth rate of NCs and raising the energy of (001) faces of CdSe wurtzite structure. Moreover, recent NMR study showed that phosphonic acid was the only
capping ligand on the elongated CdSe nanostructures, even though excess amount of phosphate oxide was used as the solvent.\textsuperscript{22} The TEM measurements revealed high quality one-dimensional CdSe QR morphology with wurtzite structure with 40±6 nm in length and 5±1 nm in diameter (Figure 3-1). The local weak aggregation was due to the self-assembly of BBPA-CdSe QRs on the TEM grid after solvent evaporation.\textsuperscript{1,23} The QRs possessed monodispersed size distribution as evidenced by the dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurement in which a relatively narrow single peak was observed (Figure 3-2a). The BBPA was a bifunctional ligand, in which the aryl bromide on one end can readily react with vinyl-terminated P3HT via Heck coupling and the phosphonic acid group on the other end promoted the strong anchoring of BBPA to the CdSe QR surface.

Figure 3-1. TEM images of (a) BBPA-functionalized CdSe QRs (i.e., BBPA-CdSe QRs) prepared using the ODPA:BBPA mixture at the 5:1 molar ratio, and (b) close-up of individual BBPA-CdSe QRs in which the crystalline lattice is clearly evident.
The $^{31}$P NMR of BBPA-CdSe QRs clearly showed the existence of BBPA. No signal of TOPO used as the solvent (see Experimental) was observed due to the much weaker capping ability of TOPO than phosphonic acid; this is in good agreement with previously reported work. The addition of octadecyl phosphonic acid (ODPA; a 18 carbon chain) as a co-ligand was found to play an important role in producing high quality, well-dispersed elongated NCs. Growth of QRs with BBPA solely led to the formation of highly aggregated elongated nanostructures (Figure 3-3a) due to poor stabilization of BBPA in relatively low polar organic solvent (i.e., THF and toluene used in the study), in which P3HT, however, was fully dissolved during the grafting process. Moreover, the CdSe QRs synthesized with BBPA solely also suffered from low quality, and possessed branches, kinks, and non-uniform cross sections along the diameter of QRs (Figure 3-3a). Therefore, phosphonic acids with long alkyl chains (e.g., tetra decyl phosphonic acid (TDPA; an 18 carbon chain) or ODPA) were needed to stabilize the hydrophobic QRs in THF. We note that compared to ODPA or TDPA which are widely used ligands in the synthesis of CdSe QRs, BBPA had much shorter chain length, and thus much higher reactivity due to less steric hindrance during the monomer diffusion and crystal growth process. The QRs synthesized by BBPA are more susceptible to have certain defects, including stacking faults and twinning defects, which lead to extensive branching. As such, in order to reduce the overall growth rate, phosphonic acid with longer length was added. The presence of these ligands (ODPA or TDPA) acted as the monomer buffer in conjunction with BBPA, thereby effectively regulating the monomer concentration during the anisotropic growth of QRs.
Figure 3-2. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements on (a) BBPA-CdSe QRs, and (b) P3HT–CdSe QR nanocomposites prepared by Heck coupling.
Both TDPA and ODPA were explored in order to improve the quality and dispersion of QRs. The ligand mixtures at different molar ratio (i.e., ODPA (or TDPA):BBPA = 3:1, and ODPA (or TDPA):BBPA = 5:1) were systematically investigated. The QR quality can be greatly improved with the increase of ODPA (or TDPA) ratio in the ligand mixture (**Figure 3-3**), with ODPA being more effective than
TDPA (i.e., ODPA:BBPA = 3:1 in Figure 3-3d and ODPA:BBPA = 5:1 in Figure 3-1a). The best quality of CdSe QRs was obtained at the ODPA:BBPA = 5:1 (Figure 3-1a), which was comparable to those reported using the HPA:TDPA ligand mixture.\textsuperscript{24,29} Compared to TDPA, ODPA had longer alkyl chain and thus lower reactivity, leading to more short and less branched structures.\textsuperscript{25} The TEM observations suggested that larger activity difference in the ligand mixture (e.g., ODPA:BBPA) tended to yield better quality QRs by serving as the precursor concentration buffer and regulating the anisotropic growth of QRs.

It is noteworthy that similar amounts of BBPA and ODPA passivated the CdSe QR surface as revealed by \textsuperscript{31}P NMR regardless of the initial molar ratio of ODPA:BBPA = 5:1.\textsuperscript{30} The higher coordination efficiency of short-chain molecules than long-chain counterparts has been widely observed in the synthesis of CdSe QRs. For example, hexylphosphonic acid (HPA) was found to be predominately covered at the QR surface when the ligand mixture of HPA:TDPA was utilized.\textsuperscript{24,25} This phenomenon can be explained by the change in free energy after the attachment of free molecules on solid surface. It was less energetic favorable for longer-chain ligand to coordinate with CdSe because of larger repulsive osmotic force experienced by long chains that were packed on the surface.\textsuperscript{31} As a result, due to its long alkyl chain, the ODPA ligand was much less competitive than BBPA for the QR surface functionalization, leading to CdSe QRs possessing high density of BBPA despite the initial molar ratio of ODPA:BBPA was 5:1. By contrast, TDPA (a shorter chain than ODPA) may be relatively comparable to BBPA for the QR surface passivation. As a result, the QR surface was primarily capped with TDPA due to the large initial molar ratio of TDPA:BBPA; and the extremely weak \textsuperscript{31}P
NMR signal of BBPA was detected from the CdSe QRs at the TDPA:BBPA = 5:1 (data not shown). Taken together, among various mixed ligands investigated, CdSe QRs synthesized with the ODPA:BBPA ratio of 5:1 possessed the best quality and BBPA grafting density, most suitable for grafting vinyl-terminated P3HT (a “grafting-onto” approach; Scheme 3-1).

![Figure 3-4](image)

**Figure 3-4.** TEM images of (a) physical mixture of vinyl-terminated P3HT and BBPA-CdSe QRs, (b) P3HT–CdSe QR nanocomposites synthesized by Heck coupling, and (c) P3HT–CdSe QR nanocomposites in the P3HT homopolymer matrix.

We note that in our previous work, P3HT–CdSe QDs nanocomposites were synthesized by directly grafting vinyl-terminated P3HT onto [(4-bromophenyl)methyl]dioctylphosphine oxide (DOPO-Br) functionalized CdSe QD surface. The strategy of capitalizing on the DOPO-Br ligand to produce DOPO-Br-functionalized CdSe QDs to render the chemical tethering of vinyl-terminated P3HT, however, cannot be extended to the CdSe QR synthesis. This is because phosphate oxide, the capping group in DOPO-Br, was not a suitable ligand to induce elongated growth of CdSe NCs. The growth in phosphate oxide occurred too rapidly at the high monomer concentration desired for the elongated growth, thereby resulting in primarily isotropic
Thus, prior to the coupling with vinyl-terminated P3HT, the ligand exchange was utilized to functionalize QR with DOPO-Br. However, the ligand exchange process is often plagued by incomplete surface coverage.

Figure 3-5. Thermogravimetry analysis (TGA) of (a) vinyl-terminated P3HT, (b) P3HT–CdSe QR nanocomposites prepared by Heck coupling.

In this context, as illustrated in Scheme 3-1, vinyl-terminated P3HT was grafted onto BBPA functionalized CdSe QRs via a mild palladium-catalyzed Heck coupling of aryl bromide of BBPA with vinyl group of P3HT, yielding P3HT–CdSe QR nanocomposites in the absence of ligand exchange chemistry. The color of the solution changed from brown (CdSe) to light purple (P3HT) after the reaction and subsequent purification, indicating P3HT was grafted onto CdSe QRs. TEM images of P3HT/CdSe QR composites prepared by physically blending vinyl-terminated P3HT and BBPA-CdSe, and P3HT–CdSe QR nanocomposites are shown in Figure 3-4a and 3-4b, respectively. Compared to the physical mixture counterpart that showed significant phase segregation (Figure 3-4a) and thus reduced the interfacial area needed for charge separation, CdSe QRs were well dispersed within the P3HT–CdSe QR nanocomposites.
as evidenced in Figure 3-4b. The self-assembly of nanocomposites was clearly evident, which can be attributed to strong dipole-dipole interaction of CdSe QRs typically observed in the elongated nanostructures (Figure 3-4b). The P3HT/CdSe weight ratio in composites (~1: 3.135) was made to be the same as that of nanocomposites; the ratio in the latter was determined by TGA measurements (Figure 3-5). Quite intriguingly, the P3HT–CdSe QR nanocomposites can also be readily dispersed in the P3HT homopolymer matrix (Figure 3-4c); this is in sharp contrast to phase segregation observed in the P3HT/CdSe composites (Figure 3-4a). It is interesting to note that no clear grafted P3HT at the periphery of CdSe QRs was imaged by TEM (Figure 3-6) due to low electron density of P3HT compared to inorganic QRs. However, the existence of P3HT grafting can be indirectly verified by the DLS measurement, which had been proven to be an effective method to confirm the coating at the surface of QRs (e.g., Au). After P3HT grafting, the average size of QRs actually increased from 17.37 nm to 20.03 nm (Figure 3-4).

Figure 3-6. HRTEM image of P3HT–CdSe QR nanocomposites synthesized by Heck coupling.
Figure 3-7. (a) $^1$HNMR traces of P3HT bonded on the CdSe surface (black curve) and in the free state (red curve) in the chloroform. The signal from $d$-chloroform at 7.26 ppm was shown as reference. (b) $^1$HNMR traces of P3HT stripped from P3HT–CdSe nanocomposites. Insert shows the close-up from 5 ppm to 6 ppm.

The success of coupling of vinyl-terminated P3HT with BBPA-CdSe QRs was confirmed by the solution $^1$H-NMR. Compared with the molecules and QDs, QRs are large in volume, the vibration of bonded P3HT was strongly confined under magnetic wave, resulting in low resolution NMR signal of the vinyl coupling group (i.e., double bond) nearby the QR surface. Therefore, a dissociation procedure was employed to detach grafted P3HT chain from the QR surface, and thus P3HT coupled with BBPA ligand can be characterized in a free unbonded state (see Experimental). After Heck coupling, the proton signal from thiophene ring at 6.93ppm was observed, and it was shifted to 6.97ppm after dissociation of P3HT, indicating that P3HT was originally
bonded to CdSe (Figure 3-7a). Furthermore, two proton signals from vinyl end group on P3HT at 5.1 and 5.5 ppm disappeared after coupling with BBPA-CdSe QRs, suggesting P3HT was grafted onto CdSe QRs (Figure 3-7b). The grafting density of P3HT chains was determined by thermogravimetry analysis (TGA) (Figure 3-5). The molecular weight of CdSe QRs was estimated to be 9.81×10^6 g/mol based on TEM images shown in Figure 3-1, and the P3HT/CdSe weight ratio was 1 : 3.135 from TGA. Thus the P3HT/CdSe molar ratio was approximately 600:1, much higher than that obtained from ligand exchange approach, which was 250:1.

Figure 3-8. (a) Absorption spectra of the P3HT–CdSe nanocomposites prepared by Heck coupling (red curve), BBPA-CdSe QRs (black curve), and vinyl-terminated P3HT (blue curve); (b) Emission spectra of vinyl-terminated P3HT (blue curve) and the P3HT–CdSe nanocomposites (red curve) in dry state.

The photophysical properties of the resulting P3HT–CdSe QR nanocomposites were explored by absorption and solid state photoluminescence (PL) studies. Figure 3-8a shows the absorption spectra of BBPA-CdSe QR, vinyl-terminated P3HT, and P3HT–CdSe QR nanocomposites in THF. The absorption maxima for P3HT and CdSe QRs were at 448nm and 614nm, respectively. It is clear that the absorption spectrum of
nanocomposites was simply the sum of the absorption spectra of its constituents, which served as additional evidence of successful coupling of nanocomposites. The dry nanocomposite film was characterized by PL measurement, which was acquired from the sample sealed in an Ar-filled vial to prevent possible photodegradation (Figure 3-8b). The vibronic structures of vinyl-terminated P3HT were clearly evident. By contrast, a nearly complete quenching of P3HT fluorescence was seen, implying efficient charge transfer from P3HT to CdSe QRs. This observation further confirmed intimate chemical contact between P3HT and CdSe.

In order to provide additional information on the charge transfer dynamics in P3HT–CdSe nanocomposites, time-resolved PL measurements (i.e., ultrafast emission dynamics) monitored at the wavelength above 550 nm were performed by measuring the fluorescence lifetime using time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) methodology. The solid state dynamics took place on the picosecond time scale and involved the diffusion of electronic excitations from P3HT to CdSe. The measurements revealed that P3HT/CdSe composites (i.e., mixture of P3HT and BBPA-CdSe) had a fluorescence lifetime of 320 ps, close to a 375 ps lifetime for P3HT homopolymer; this is because the charge transfer between P3HT and CdSe was hindered by the insulating ligands (i.e., BBPA and ODPA) as well as the strong phase segregation in composites (Figure 3-4a). The P3HT–CdSe nanocomposites formed by Heck coupling, however, exhibited a much faster lifetime of 170 ps, an important signature of an improved interfacial contact between P3HT and CdSe. The direct chemical anchoring of P3HT on CdSe made it easy for excitons to find the interface and dissociate, representing as a rapid charge transfer from P3HT to CdSe.
well correlated with the static PL study (Figure 3-8b). The charge transfer led to the PL quenching since the photogenerated exciton was dissociated before luminescence occurred.

3.3 Conclusion:

In summary, a simple yet robust “grafting-onto” strategy was exploited to successfully produce semiconductor organic–inorganic nanocomposite by anchoring end-functional CPs (i.e., vinyl-terminated P3HT) onto anisotropic NCs that possessed complimentary functional group (i.e., BBPA-CdSe QRs) via a mild palladium-catalyzed Heck coupling, thereby affording direct contact between P3HT and CdSe QRs and dispensing with the need for ligand exchange chemistry as in copious previous work. The success grafting was confirmed by NMR and DLS measurements. The CdSe QRs were well dispersed within the resulting P3HT–CdSe QR nanocomposites, and the nanocomposites can also be well distributed in the P3HT homopolymer matrix. The grafting density of P3HT was greatly increased as compared to that using conventional ligand exchange approach. The solid-state emission spectra of nanocomposites suggested the charge transfer from P3HT to CdSe. While the CdSe QRs were studied here, this synthetic strategy is not restricted to them but can be easily extended to other various elongated nanostructures (e.g., nanowire, tetrapods, etc.) as well as other types of semiconductors (e.g., CdS, CdTe, PbS, PbSe, etc.). Such nanocomposites, in which CPs and anisotropic NCs are intimately contacted, may be very promising for use in organic–inorganic hybrid solar cells with improved power conversion efficiency due to
(i) an increased interfacial contact these two constituents, and (ii) continuous pathways provided by the long axis of anisotropic NCs.

3.4 Experimental Section

All chemicals, including 4-Bromidebenzyl bromide, triethyl phosphate, cadmium oxide (CdO), tri-n-octylphosphine oxide (TOPO), N-methylidyicyclohexylamine, 2,5-dibromo-3-hexylthiophene, Ni(dppp)Cl$_2$, tert-Butylmagnesium chloride (2mol/L in diethyl ether), vinylmagnesium bromide (0.5 mol/L in THF) purchased from Sigma Aldrich, tetra decyl phosphonic acid (TDPA), and octadecyl phosphonic acid (ODPA) purchased from PCI synthesis were used as received. THF (Fisher, 99%) was refluxed over sodium wire and distilled from sodium naphthalene solution.

*Synthesis of bromobenzylphosphonic acid (BBPA):* The bromobenzylphosphonic acid (BBPA) was synthesized by modifying a reported procedure.$^{39}$ In general, mixture of 4-Bromobenzyl bromide and triethyl phosphate (molar ratio = 1:2) was heated and stirred under Ar at 150 °C for 5 h to yield diethylphosphonate ester. The excess triethyl phosphate and byproducts were then removed by heating at 100 °C under vacuum for several hours. After that, diethylphosphonate ester was hydrolyzed to yield BBPA by adding excess concentrated aqueous HCl and heated at 100°C overnight. After cooling down to room temperature, the BBPA was filtered out, and then redissolved in CH$_3$CN. The addition of CH$_3$CN and its evaporation using rotary evaporator were repeated for
three times to remove trace amount of water and HCl. Finally BBPA was recrystallized using ethyl acetate to obtain pure product.

Yield: 56%. $^1$H NMR: 7.46 and 7.19 (AA′XX′, 4H), 2.94 (d, 2H, $J=21$ Hz)

**Synthesis of BBPA capped CdSe QRs**: A mixture of 67 mg BBPA, 333 mg ODPA, 1.5 g TOPO, and 0.1 g CdO was first degassed in a 25 ml three-neck flask connected to a Liebig condenser at room temperature in vacuum and subsequently at 120°C for 60 min. It was then slowly heated under Ar until CdO decomposed and the solution turned clear and colorless. Next, 0.7 ml TOP was added, and the temperature was further raised to 320°C. 36 mg selenium dissolved in 0.5 ml TOP was rapidly injected to the vigorously stirred Cd precursor. The CdSe QRs was allowed to grow for 5 min. The heating mantle was then removed to stop the reaction. After the solution was cooled to 60°C, 2 ml THF was added to the flask. The BBPA-functionalized CdSe was isolated by repeated dissolution in THF and precipitation in methanol for three times.

**Synthesis of vinyl-terminated P3HT**: Vinyl-terminated P3HT was synthesized by a quasi-living Grignard metathesis (GRIM) method. Briefly, 2,5-dibromo-3-hexylthiophene (0.815g, 2.5 mmol) was dissolved in THF (5 mL) in a three-neck flask and stirred under Ar. Tert-butylmagnesium chloride (1.25 mL, 2.5 mmol) was added via syringe. The mixture was stirred for 2 h at room temperature. Subsequently, it was diluted to 25 mL with THF and Ni(dppp)Cl$_2$ (22.5 mg, 0.041 mmol) was added. The resulting mixture was first stirred for 10 min at room temperature, producing intermediate P3HT, followed by reacting with vinylmagnesium bromide (2mL, 1mmol) in THF for 30
min. The product vinyl-terminated P3HT was obtained by precipitating the reaction mixture in methanol, filtering in an extraction thimble, and washing by Soxhlet extraction with methanol, hexanes, and chloroform sequentially. The final pure vinyl-terminated P3HT was recovered after chloroform evaporated. The regioregularity of P3HT was greater than 98% as determined by \(^1\)H-NMR. The number average molecular weight and polydispersity index (PDI) of P3HT were 4900 g/mol and 1.2, respectively, as measured by GPC.

Yield: 46.6%. \(^1\)H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl\(_3\), d (ppm): 6.98 (s, 1H), 6.0 (m, 1H), 5.19 (dd, J= 8 Hz and 3 Hz,1H), 5.10 (dd, J=8 Hz and 3 Hz, 1H), 2.8 (t, J=3 Hz, 2H), 1.7 (m, 2H), 1.43 (m, 2H), 1.36 (m, 4H), and 0.92 (t, 3H).

**Synthesis of P3HT–CdSe nanocomposites by Heck coupling:** In the glove box 1 mg Pd\(_2\)(dba)\(_3\), 10 mg vinyl-terminated P3HT, and 10 mg BBPA functionalized CdSe QRs (i.e., BBPA-CdSe) were loaded in a reaction vial. 0.08 mL N-methyldecyclohexylamine, 0.06 mL tri-t-butylphosphine THF solution at a concentration of 100 mg/mL, and 0.5 mL THF were added sequentially. The reaction mixture was kept stirring under Ar in a 50 °C oil bath for 20 h. The final product, P3HT–CdSe nanocomposites was cooled to room temperature, transferred to new vial, and centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 0.5 h to remove catalyst. The supernatant (i.e., P3HT–CdSe nanocomposites) was diluted 10 times with THF and precipitated with methanol twice to remove free P3HT chains that were coupled with CdSe.
**P3HT dissociation from nanocomposites for NMR analysis:** The grafted P3HT cannot be stripped from the CdSe QR surface using the recovery method for BBPA because of the degradation of P3HT caused by aqua regia. Despite the fact that pyridine is a weak ligand, grafted P3HT can still be partially exchanged in a thermodynamically controlled process. Briefly, the purified P3HT–CdSe QR nanocomposites were first dissolved in pyridine. The mixture was then heated at 80°C and intensely stirred for three days under Ar in a 25 ml three-neck flask connected to a Liebig condenser. Excess pyridine was then vacuumed at 80°C overnight, and the resulting solid was characterized by $^1$H NMR in chloroform–d.

**BBPA ligand recovery for NMR analysis:** To recover the capping ligand of CdSe QRs for NMR analysis, the QR solution was precipitated for three times by adding methanol. The precipitate was isolated by centrifugation and decantation, and dried under vacuum at 80 °C overnight. The QR powder was then dissolved in aqua regia (concentrated HNO$_3$ : concentrated HCl = 1 : 3). The resulting solution was extracted with ethyl ether. After ethyl ether evaporated under vacuum, the white solid was characterized by $^{31}$P NMR in dimethyl sulfoxide–d.

**Characterizations:** The morphology of CdSe QRs and nanocomposites were imaged by TEM (JEOL 1200EX scanning/transmission electron microscope (STEM); operated at 80 kV). The absorption spectra were recorded with a UV-Vis spectrometer (UV-1600, SHIMADAZU). The emission spectra were taken with a Nikon Eclipse TE2000-E microscope coupled with an optical insights hyperspectral unit and a Cascade 512B
camera (Roger Scientific). The $^1$H NMR and $^{31}$PNMR were performed using Varian VXR-400 spectroscopy. The grafting density of P3HT chains on the CdSe surface was determined by thermogravimetry analysis (TGA; TA Instrument TGA Q 50). The fluorescence lifetime measurements were performed using time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) technique. The apparatus for TCSPC is described in details elsewhere.$^{43}$ The full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the instrument response function was $\sim$40-45 ps. All samples were excited at $\lambda_{ex} = 407$ nm, and the fluorescence emission was collected at $\lambda_{ex} \geq 500$ nm at perpendicular polarization orientation of the emission polarizer with respect to the vertical excitation polarization in order to eliminate possible interferences of scattered excitation light from solid surfaces.
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Chapter 4. Self-Assembly of Ultrahigh Molecular Weight Comb Block Copolymer at the Air/Water Interface

4.1 Introduction:

Because of their broad range of potential applications in microlithography,\textsuperscript{1} devices,\textsuperscript{2} and biomimetic thin films,\textsuperscript{3} controlled patterning of amphiphilic copolymers at the air/water interface is attracting considerable attention. Upon deposition of amphiphilic copolymers on the water surface, the unfavorable interfacial interaction between the hydrophobic block and water leads to the aggregation of hydrophobic blocks, forming different morphologies to reduce the overall free energy of the system. On the other hand, the hydrophilic block tends to adsorb on the water surface, forming starfish-like structures for amphiphilic copolymers.\textsuperscript{4-6} To date, a variety of amphiphilic copolymers at the air/water interface, including linear block copolymers,\textsuperscript{1,4,5,7,8} star copolymers,\textsuperscript{9-13} and dendritic polymers,\textsuperscript{14,15} have been investigated, where a wide range of morphologies, for example dots,\textsuperscript{6,13,16,17} spaghetti,\textsuperscript{1,6,7,18} ribbons,\textsuperscript{15,16,19} islands,\textsuperscript{13,15,16} and continents,\textsuperscript{6,18} were observed. These surface features were heavily depended upon a number of parameters, including the polymer structure, surface pressure, and temperature,\textsuperscript{1,4,7,19} and have been extensively studied. However, due to the limited size and amorphous nature of these copolymers, it is often challenging to determine the microstructure of aggregates and their initial self assembly process at the zero surface pressure, which is critical for designing or predicting controllable patterns of newly synthesized polymers. Unlike the familiar self-assembly process of block copolymers in three dimension under the equilibrium condition, amphiphilic copolymers at the air/water interface are kinetically trapped in
their “frozen state” after the solvent removal,\textsuperscript{1,18} dictated by the chain entanglement between hydrophobic blocks in the spreading solution.\textsuperscript{1,17}

4.2 Experimental Section

*Introduction of the ultrahigh molecular weight comb block copolymer*

**Figure 4-1.** (a) Chemical structure and (b) schematic representation of the newly synthesized CBCP, which can be viewed as a triblock polymer. Each block is labeled as A (within a thick dotted circle), B (within a thin dotted circle), and C, respectively.

The chemical structure of CBCP is depicted in Figure 4-1a. It can be regarded as a triblock copolymer with one hydrophobic PS blocks as arm (i.e., C block) and two hydrophilic blocks in the backbone (i.e., short A block and long B block with very short alkyl side chains). It is an ultrahigh molecular weight, amphiphilic comb block copolymer (CBCP) with the domain size exceeding 100 nm.\textsuperscript{20,21} The block with the polystyrene arms assumed a rigid rod shape due to the steric crowding between the arms, resulting in elongation of the backbone polymer in that block (Figure 4-1b).\textsuperscript{21} The large molecular size and well-defined molecular structure make this CBCP an excellent candidate to study the microstructure of aggregates and their formation mechanism.
**Fabrication and characterization of comb block copolymer LB monolayer**

Previously synthesized CBCP with an ultrahigh molecular weight of 510 kg/mol was utilized in the present study.\textsuperscript{20,21} The dimension of the CBCP was estimated from molecular models by performing energy minimization using Material Studio 4.1. Chloroform (99.9%), toluene (99.8%), and carbon disulfide (99.8%) were purchased from Fisher Chemicals and used without further purification. The CBCP chloroform and toluene solutions at the concentration, c = 6.29 µM/L were prepared. Surface pressure - area (\(\pi - A\)) isotherms and polymer monolayers were obtained with R&K Langmuir Blodgett (LB) system (Riegler & Kirstein, GmbH, 160 cm\(^2\) Teflon trough). The trough was carefully cleaned with 1:1 H\(_2\)O\(_2\):NH\(_3\)OH solution overnight and subsequently rinsed with DI water (NanoPure, > 18 MΩ cm) for 5 times. A 5 µL CBCP chloroform or toluene solution was gently placed on the water surface to ensure initial gas state.\textsuperscript{11} After the solvent evaporated for 30 min, the monolayer film was compressed at a rate of 150 µm/sec.

Si substrate used for depositing LB films was cleaned with a mixture of sulfuric acid and Nonchromix, followed by rinsing with DI water and blown dry with N\(_2\). For LB depositions, the Si substrate was withdrawn at a rate of 35 µm/sec while keeping the pressure constant. Solvent vapor annealing was performed by placing the deposited film onto an elevated platform in a sealed container with approximate 10 mL of solvent in the reservoir.

Morphologies of LB films were examined by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM; Dimension 3000) in the tapping mode. The scanning rate was 2 Hz. Each sample was imaged at more than 5 locations to ensure the reproducibility of features observed. The
average height and surface coverage of LB films were obtained by performing the bearing analysis.

4.3 Result and discussion

In this part, the self-assembly process of this newly synthesized CBCP was presented. The morphological changes influenced by the surface pressure, the assembly time, and the spreading solvent were systematically explored. The mechanism for surface pressure induced morphological changes was explored and further confirmed by the compression–expansion cycle and solvent annealing studies.

*Effect of surface pressure*

![Figure 4-2. Pressure–area isotherms of the Langmuir monolayer of CBCP obtained from the chloroform solution (black solid line) and the toluene solution (red dash line), respectively. $A_b$ and $A_p$ are the area of brush-like structures and the area of pancake-like structures, respectively.](image)

Langmuir isotherm, i.e., surface pressure – area ($\pi - A$) plot, of the CBCP is shown in
Figure 4-2. The continuous pressure rise was indicative of the formation of LB monolayer. The entire isotherm can be divided into four regions; they were (i) gas state at $\pi = 0$ mN/m, (ii) extended liquid state, (iii) plateau region at $\pi = 22$ mN/m, and (iv) condensed state. The similar isotherms were observed for both the chloroform solution and the toluene solution, suggesting that the solvent had no effect on the monolayer formation (Figure 4-2). Representative AFM height images of LB monolayers obtained at four regions are shown in Figure 4-3. Table 1 summarizes the height of self-assembled structures and the resulting surface coverage.

**Table 4-1** Height and surface coverage of CBCP ribbons obtained from AFM images.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pressure (mN/m)</th>
<th>Chloroform Solution</th>
<th>Tolue Solution</th>
<th>CS$_2$ Annealing</th>
<th>Methanol Annealing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\pi$ = 0</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>13.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pi$ = 10</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>17.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pi$ = 20</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pi$ = 22</td>
<td>5.57</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pi$ = 25</td>
<td>10.45</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>55.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pi$ = 45</td>
<td>10.54</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>93.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pi$ = 0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2 h</td>
<td>2 h</td>
<td>7 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time (hr)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height, $h$ (nm)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>55.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Coverage (%)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>55.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Region (i) gas state ($\pi = 0$ mN/m): Ribbon-like structures with a broad size distribution were observed at the surface pressure $\pi = 0$ mN/m (Figure 4-3a). The height of ribbons was about 4.36 nm. These ribbons represented the aggregates of the raised PS chains (i.e., C block in Figure 1a) due to the hydrophobic characteristics of PS$^{17,19}$ Since the pressure has not yet been applied on the CBCP, the aggregation of PS blocks was a direct consequence of spontaneous self assembly of PS chains. The driving force for the self-assembly was an interplay of the attractive interaction between hydrophilic chains (i.e., B blocks) and the water phase, and the repulsive interactions between PS chains and water as well as between PS chain and hydrophilic chains as chloroform evaporated.$^{6,22}$ With no
surface pressure applied, the self-assembled ribbons were highly dispersed as evidenced in Figure 4-3.

Region (ii) extended liquid state region ($\pi = 0$–22 mN/m): A typical AFM height image of LB film deposited at surface pressure $\pi = 10$ mN/m is shown in Figure 4-3 b. Compared with the sample obtained at $\pi = 0$ mN/m, the ribbon length dramatically increased. However, the average width and height of ribbons did not change within the error limit (Table 1; i.e., $h = 4.47$ nm at $\pi = 10$ mN/m vs. $h = 4.36$ nm at $\pi = 0$ mN/m). At $\pi = 10$ mN/m, the ribbons were still separated from each other, indicating that the hydrophilic chains (i.e., B blocks) formed the corona around the ribbons (i.e., aggregates of PS blocks) as schematically illustrated in Figure 4-6 a, and the elastic repulsive force between the hydrophilic corona distanced PS ribbons. The scratch tests showed no height difference between the inter-ribbon area, occupied by the hydrophilic corona and the Si substrate. Similar to other typical amphiphilic block copolymers, the CBCP exhibited a so called pancake-like structure with hydrophilic B blocks adsorbed on the water surface (Figure 4-6 a). The pancake surface area $AP$ was $795$ nm$^2$, determined by extrapolating the initial pressure rise from 0 mN/m to 22 mN/m (Figure 4-3); the large $AP$ was consistent with the ultrahigh molecular weight nature of CBCP.

Region (iii) plateau region ($\pi = 22$ mN/m): The plateau at surface pressure $\pi = 22$ mN/m can be attributed to a “pancake-to-brush” transition (i.e., a first order phase transition) as the hydrophilic B chains desorbed from the water surface and submerged into the water subphase upon further compression, forming a brush-like structure (Figure 4-6b). While the shape of PS ribbons was retained, the ribbons coalesced side by side shown in the inset of Figure 3c. This led to the increase in the height of ribbons,
yielding $h = 5.57$ nm (Table 1).

Region (iv) condensed state region ($\pi > 22$ mN/m): Continuing compression of the CBCP led it to the condensed state. The hydrophilic B blocks completely submerged into the water subphase and the hydrophilic PS chains remained on the water surface. The incompressible PS chains further overlapped and the surface pressure increased dramatically as a result of compression. A representative AFM height image obtained at $\pi = 45$ mN/m is shown in Figure 4-3 d. The ribbon-like structures disappeared; surface morphology was dominated by island-like domains. The average domain height markedly increased, yielding $h = 10.45$ nm (Table 1).

![AFM height images](image)

**Figure 4-3.** AFM height images of the CBCP Langmuir monolayers obtained from the chloroform solution at various transfer pressure: (a) $\pi = 0$ mN/m, (b) $\pi = 10$ mN/m, (c) $\pi = 22$ mN/m, and (d) $\pi = 45$ mN/m. Scan size = 10 $\mu$m $\times$ 10 $\mu$m and $z$ scale = 30 nm for all images. Scan size = 3 $\mu$m x 3 $\mu$m for the insert in (c).
*Effects of assembly time and solvent at zero surface pressure*

The spontaneous self assembly of CBCP at $\pi = 0$ mN/m for longer time was investigated. After being placed on the water surface, the CBCP solution was allowed to evaporate for 2 h rather than 30 min as described in the above (Figure 4-4). Figure 4-4a shows a typical AFM height image of resulting LB film after the evaporation of chloroform for 2 h. In comparison with the surface morphology assembled for 30 min (Figure 4-4a), the longer assembly time led to a substantial elongation of ribbons (Figure 4-4 b); the surface coverage of ribbons increased from 24% to 30% (Table 1). The ribbon width, however, remained constant within the error limit, suggesting that more CBCP molecules diffused to the tip of ribbon to grow into a longer ribbon. The diffusion of free CBCP molecules was enabled by the trapped solvent around ribbons. The sample after even longer evaporation time (i.e., 3 h) was also measured; notably, no further increase in the ribbon length was observed. The growth of ribbons was locked after complete solvent evaporation (i.e., 2 h). The morphological change (comparing Figure 4-3a with Figure 4-4a) signified that the aggregation (i.e., self-assembly) of polymers at the air/water interface for a short period of time was not in its equilibrium state but rather represented a kinetically trapped situation.17
Figure 4-4. AFM height images of the CBCP Langmuir monolayers obtained after solvent evaporation from chloroform solution for 30 min (a) and 2h (b). The surface coverage of a is 24% and b is 30%.

Solvent was found to exert profound influence on the self-assembly of CBCP at $\pi = 0$ mN/m. Chloroform is a highly volatile solvent with the boiling point, $bp = 61.2^\circ C$, thus CBCP had much shorter time to self assemble before kinetically trapped in its “frozen state” upon the complete solvent evaporation. By contrast, toluene is a less volatile solvent with $bp = 110.6^\circ C$. Therefore, comparing to the CBCP chloroform solution, when toluene was used as the spreading solvent, it is possible to achieve a state that was relatively closer to the final equilibrium state by providing CBCP molecules with longer time to self assemble, yielding a cellular pattern (i.e., interconnected network structures; Figure 4-5b) composed of ribbons of the same width and height as those shown in Figure 4-6 a.
Figure 4-5. AFM height images of the CBCP Langmuir monolayers obtained after solvent evaporation for 2 h. (a) from chloroform solution, and (b) from toluene solution. The deposition pressure, $\pi = 0$ mN/m. Scan size = 10 $\mu$m $\times$ 10 $\mu$m and $z$ scale = 30 nm for both images.

Mechanism for self-assembly at $\pi = 0$ mN/m

Ribbon-like structures have been observed in LB depositions of amphiphilic copolymers, for example, arborescent graft copolymers polystyrene-\textit{graft}-poly(ethylene oxide) (PS-\textit{g}-PEO in which PS and PEO were the core and the shell, respectively).\textsuperscript{15} They were formed by the pressure-induced association of these dendritic molecules. The formation of ribbons was reversible; upon the release of pressure, the ribbons dissociated into dendritic graft copolymers.\textsuperscript{15} In stark contrast, the ribbons produced from the CBCP were inherently a stable structure: it yielded at $\pi = 0$ mN/m and can grow with time at that pressure or at higher pressure. Steric crowding between the hydrophobic PS blocks caused the hydrophilic A block to stretch. As a result, A chain appeared as a rigid rod.\textsuperscript{21} The length of rigid A block was about 53.6 nm, estimated using Material Studio.

As depicted in Figure 4-6 a, two CBCP molecules aggregated head to head to yield a pair (i.e., red B blocks on the top and the bottom with blue C blocks in the middle). Then
this polymeric pair assembled side by side with adjacent pairs to form a long ribbon (for example, ribbon 1 in Figure 4-6 a). The long hydrophilic B chains were adsorbed on the water surface around the chemically linked PS arms (i.e., C blocks), keeping the neighboring ribbons apart (for example, ribbon 2 in Figure 4-6 a). In such a model, the width of ribbon was dictated by the length of two stretched A block in the pair. According to the calculation from *Material Studio*, the length of two A blocks was about 107 nm, which coincided with the width of ribbon measured from the AFM images (i.e., ~ 100 nm). The small discrepancy between the prediction and the measured width can be attributed to the fact that, in the experiment, two CBCP molecules may overlap one another to some extent when forming a polymeric pair.

We now address qualitatively how the dispersed ribbons initially formed at $\pi = 0$ mN/m by discussing the formation of cellular pattern when the CBCP toluene solution was used. The stability of a thin liquid film (< 100 nm) on the substrate was governed by the interplay of the long range intermolecular force (within the continuous film) and the short range intermolecular force (between the film and the substrate). When the CBCP solution was placed on the water surface, it formed a thin continuous liquid film (312.5 nm thick, which was calculated by dividing the solution volume (5 µL) by the surface area of LB trough (160 cm²)), stabilized by the positive spreading coefficient of toluene on the water. As the solvent evaporated, the liquid film became thinner (< 100 nm), and the increased contribution from the unfavorable interfacial interactions between PS arms (i.e., C blocks) and water eventually resulted in the dewetting of thin film. The dewetting of thin film can be proceeded via three stages. First, the film ruptures, thereby generating randomly distributed holes.
Second, the holes then grow and the rims ahead of the holes eventually merge to form a cellular structure. Third, the resulting ribbons in the cellular pattern are unstable and decay into droplets. It is clear that the observed cellular pattern resembled the morphology formed in the second stage of dewetting process.\textsuperscript{24} As the holes grew during the solvent evaporation, the concentration of CBCP was greatly increased, leading to the aggregation of PS chains (i.e., C blocks) and thus the formation of ribbon-like structures (Figure 4-6a) to reduce the overall free energy of the system. Because the formation of cellular pattern could eliminate the existence of ribbon tips, a position possessing high free energy, the ribbons tended to be connected, forming continuous cellular pattern.

When the more volatile solvent chloroform was used, the dewetting process occurred very quickly. The rapid solvent evaporation happened faster than the CBCP molecules can proceed to a relatively energetically favorable state by forming the cellular structures. As such, the limited polymer mobility only allowed short dispersed ribbons to be formed (Figure 4a).

![Mechanism for surface pressure induced morphological evolution](image)

**Figure 4-6.** Schematic illustration of the packing of microstructures at different surface pressures. B block in red = hydrophilic block, and C block in blue = PS block (i.e., arms).
Figure 4-6 illustrates the mechanism for the surface pressure induced morphological change in CBCP. At low surface pressure, the PS aggregates (i.e., ribbons) were separated by the hydrophilic B blocks, which were adsorbed on water surface (Figure 5a). There was internal pressure built up by elastic repulsive force between these hydrophilic chains to keep adjacent ribbons apart.

In the plateau region, the hydrophilic B blocks partially submerged into water subphase to form a brush-like structure (Figure 4-6 b), and thus the surface pressure remained constant while the surface area progressively decreased. Such desorption of hydrophilic chains from water surface and submergence into water subphase led to weaker repulsive force between the ribbons. Consequently, the ribbons can associate one another side by side (the insert in Figure 4-2c and Figure 4-6b). This process also caused an increase in the ribbon height from roughly 4.5 nm to 5.57 nm. This is because when the film was transferred onto the Si substrate, the hydrophilic chains in the water subphase were trapped between the PS chains and the Si substrate. As a result, the PS ribbons were situated on a layer of hydrophilic B blocks, giving rise to a larger height.

When the surface pressure was larger than 22 mN/m, the hydrophilic chains were completely submerged into the water, leading to a dramatic increase in height from 5.57 nm to 10.45 nm (Table 4-1). Because no repulsive force caused by hydrophilic chains was present, the PS chains can aggregate in any direction. Thus, an island-like morphology was formed (Figure 4-3d).

In order to verify the above proposed model for the surface pressure induced morphological evolution, compression–expansion cycle and solvent annealing studies
were preformed. Hysteresis effects have been proven to be very informative in elucidating the dynamic behavior of amphiphilic polymers under different surface pressure. Before the plateau region (curve a in Figure 4-7), a small hysteresis was observed, which may be caused by the rearrangement or overlap of hydrophilic chains on the water surface. The hysteresis in the plateau region was due to the desorption of hydrophilic chains from the water surface (i.e., partial submergence into water subphase), and upon the release of surface pressure, these chains must overcome the energy barrier to become adsorbed again on the water surface (curve b in Figure 4-7). After the release of surface pressure at $\pi = 24$ mN/m in the condensed state region, the pressure dramatically decreased to a minimum of 18 mN/m at the surface area of 240 nm$^2$/molecule and then increased again to form the hysteresis (curve c in Figure 4-7). This may be due to the entanglement of hydrophilic B blocks in the brush-like structure (Figure 4-6c). Similar phenomenon has been observed in PS-b-PEO diblock copolymer.

**Effect of solvent vapor annealing on the morphology of CBCP**

Selective solvents were used in solvent vapor annealing on the deposited CBCP films. Specially, carbon disulfide (CS2) and methanol were utilized to selectively swell the hydrophobic PS block and the hydrophilic blocks in CBCP, respectively. Four LB films obtained at $\pi = 20$ mN/m were annealed in CS2 and methanol vapors for 2 h and 7 h, respectively. The typical morphologies after annealing are shown in Figure 19. Comparing the sample before annealing with one annealed in CS2 vapor, the height of ribbons remained unchanged (Table 4-1) and the morphology did not change perceivably. However, the surface coverage of ribbons increased to 40.5%
(Table 4-1), resulting from the swelling of PS blocks laterally by CS2. For the annealing by methanol vapor, however, the morphology profoundly changed. The height of ribbons increased dramatically from roughly 4.5 nm to 13.57 nm after annealed for 2 h. It further increased to 17.54 nm after annealed for 7 h. The methanol vapor annealing greatly enhanced the mobility of ribbons on the Si substrate by promoting the mobility of the hydrophilic A and C blocks which were anchored to the Si substrate for the LB film deposited at $\pi = 20$ mN/m. Additionally, upon methanol vapor annealing, the unfavorable interfacial interaction between the hydrophobic PS blocks and the hydrophilic Si substrate may drive the hydrophilic chains under the PS ribbons. This would form a continuous layer of hydrophilic chains between the PS blocks and the Si substrate and explain a large increase in the ribbon height. Taken together, the ribbons were dragged closer to one another, yielding densely packed morphology. As a consequence, the surface coverage of ribbons markedly increased from 31.5% to 54% after 2 h to 93.1% after 7 h methanol vapor annealing. Since methanol is non-solvent for PS, the shape of PS was not changed.
Figure 4-7. Representative compression–expansion cycles of the CBCP ended in the different regions: (a) extended liquid state region, (b) plateau region, and (c) condensed state region.
Figure 4-8. AFM height images of the CBCP film originally deposited from the chloroform solution at $\pi = 20$ mN/m (a) before, and (b) after CS$_2$ vapor annealing for 7 h; after methanol vapor annealing for (c) 2 h, and (d) 7 h. Scan size = 10 $\mu$m $\times$ 10 $\mu$m and $z$ scale = 30 nm

4.4 conclusion

In summary, we have systematically explored the self-assembly of a newly synthesized amphiphilic CBCP at the air/water interface. The CBCP spontaneously assembled into ribbon-like structures on the water surface at the zero surface pressure. Combining the Materials Studio modeling with the assembly time effect study, a possible model was proposed to illustrate the formation of ribbons. The dewetting process was found to play a key role in initiating the self-assembly process and leading to the formation of the
dispersed ribbons. The morphological change of the LB films induced by the surface pressure was also scrutinized and was caused by the desorption of hydrophilic blocks on the water surface. This mechanism was supported by the compression–expansion cycle and the solvent vapor annealing experiments. The present study provides insight into the design of controllable pattern formation using amphiphilic copolymers.
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Chapter 5. Self-Assembly of Polystyrene-Polylactide Bottlebrush Block Copolymer at the Air/Water Interface

5.1 Introduction

As one of most typical film preparation methods, the Langumuir-Blodgett (LB) technology has been widely utilized to produce copolymer films with mono- or multi-molecule layers. These copolymer films with well controlled thickness have been attracting considerable attention due to their broad range of potential applications in microlithography, devices, and biomimetic thin films. The overall property of these copolymer Langmuir films is closely related to their surface morphology, which is dictated by a number of parameters, including the solution concentration, surface pressure, and temperature.

The interfacial behavior of amphiphilic copolymer at the air/water interface has been extensively studied since the pioneering work of Eisenberg and Lennox. To date, the so called “pancake” and “brush” models have been established and proved quite effective in understanding the air/water interfacial behavior of a variety of amphiphilic copolymers, such as linear block copolymers, star copolymers, comb block copolymers, dendritic polymers, etc. The “pancake” model refers to the morphology of copolymer LB film formed at low surface pressure. In this model, the hydrophilic blocks spread over the water surface, forming the pancake-like morphology; while the hydrophobic blocks aggregate and sit on the hydrophilic “pancake” to reduce the surface energy. Under the higher compression pressure, the “pancake” is transformed into the “brush”, i.e., the spread hydrophilic blocks are expelled into the water subphase, yielding the brush-like morphology (“brush” model). According to these two models, the
presence of hydrophilic blocks is essential for the formation of Langmuir monolayer because they facilitate the tethering of whole copolymer chain on the water surface. As a result, self-assembly of LB films has been primarily focused on amphiphilic copolymers. By contrast, no study on hydrophobic copolymers at the air/water interface has been pursued. In this paper, both bottle brush and linear block copolymers of hydrophobic polystyrene-polylactide were found, for the first time, to be capable of forming the Langmuir monolayers on the water surface. The systematic studies showed that they displayed unique assembly behaviors at the air/water interface, which can no longer be understood by the classic “pancake” and “brush” models.

The polystyrene-polylactide (PS-PLA) block copolymers were selected in the present study because of the biodegradable nature of PLA blocks. The thin films of these copolymers are promising in biomedical and pharmaceutical application. Notably, all previous research on the PS-PLA block copolymers are limited in their self-assembly in bulk and thin films, and no self-assembly of Langmuir monolayer has ever been reported. Recently, a novel ultrahigh molecular weight PS-PLA bottle brush block copolymer (BBCP) was synthesized by a combination of living radical and ring-opening polymerizations. The PS-PLA BBCP is a comb-like macromolecule with highly densely grafted PS and PLA branches along the polymethacrylate backbone. The backbone is much longer than the branches. The steric effect of adjacent branches cause the backbone to stretch out, leading to the formation a rigid cylindrical macromolecule as illustrated in Figure 5-1a. Furthermore, the densely branched structure and large cross sectional area of cylindrical shape of BCCP result in little entanglement between the BCCP melts. The unique properties described above together with their large
domain size and domain spacing originating from the ultrahigh molecular weight nature of BCCP, make BBCP a perfect candidate to explore their self-assembly behavior at the air/water interface.

In this paper, the Langmuir isotherms and surface morphologies of BBCP were presented. The structure of deposited LB films of BBCP was then determined by the AFM measurement, thermal annealing, and enzymatic degradation experiment. A linear block copolymer (LBCP) of PS-PLA with relatively similar molecular length and composition ratio to BBCP was employed and served as the reference to elucidate the influence of chemical architecture on the air/water interfacial behavior of PS-PLA Langmuir monolayers (Figure 5-1b). Combined with the study of PS-PLA LBCP, the surface behavior of PS-PLA block copolymer systems at the air/water interface was finally revealed.

The chemical structure and molecular morphology of PS-PLA BBCP are depicted in Figure 5-1 a and 5-1 c. The PS (red) and PLA (white) branches are densely grafted along the polymethacrylate backbone through the ester group. The backbone can be divided into two parts with same length, namely, one grafted with PLA arms (i.e., PLA part) and the other grafted with PS arms (i.e., PS part). The volume fraction of PS is calculated to be 60% using the known densities of $\rho_{PS} = 1.04$ and $\rho_{PLA} = 1.25$ g/mL. The length of BBCP backbone, $L_{BBCP}$ was about 90 nm (Figure 5-2 a) and the length of PLA and PS arms are 6.3 nm and 6.5 nm, respectively obtained by performing energy minimization using Material Studio 4.1. Because of steric crowding of PLA and PS arms, the BBCP adopts a relatively rigid cylindrical morphology, with the aspect ratio of the length to diameter, $L/D = 9$ (Figure 5-2 a). The chemical structure of PS-PLA linear block
copolypolymer (LBCP) is shown in Figure 5-2 b; the MW of PS and PLA blocks are 23,000 g/mol and 11,000 g/mol, respectively. The LBCP assumes a random coil conformation due to the absence of the steric effect of arms as in the case of BBCP. The length of LBCP is estimated to be 79 nm with PS block of 45 nm and PLA block of 34 nm (Figure 5-2 b). The volume faction of PS in the LBCP is 71.4%.

**Figure 5-1.** Chemical structures of (a) bottlebrush copolymer (BBCP), and (b) PS-b-PLA linear block copolymer (LBCP). (c) Molecular morphology of BBCP
Figure 5-2. Schematic representations of (a) bottlebrush copolymer with PLA (yellow) and PS (blue), and (b) a linear block copolymer of PS-b-PLA, in which PLA and PS blocks are in yellow and blue, respectively.

5.2 Experimental Section

Previously synthesized BBCP with an ultrahigh molecular weight of 1200 kg/mol was utilized in the present study. Linear PS-PLA block polymer with Mw 34 kg/mol was used as the reference. The dimensions of both copolymers were estimated from molecular models by performing energy minimization using Material Studio 4.1. Chloroform (99.9%, Fisher Chemicals), Proteinase K (sigma, lyophilized powder) were purchased and used without further purification. The BBCP and LBCP chloroform solutions at the concentration, $c = 2 \times 10^{-3}$ g/ml, were prepared. Surface pressure ~ area ($\pi \sim A$) isotherms and polymer monolayers were obtained with R&K Langmuir Blodgett (LB) system (Riegler & Kirstein, GmbH, 160 cm$^2$ Teflon trough). The trough was carefully cleaned with 1:1 H$_2$O$_2$:NH$_3$OH solution overnight and subsequently rinsed with DI water
(NanoPure, > 18 MΩ cm) for 5 times. After the solvent evaporated for 30 min, the monolayer film was compressed at a rate of 150 μm/sec.

Si substrate used for depositing LB films was cleaned with a mixture of sulfuric acid and Nonchromix, followed by rinsing with DI water and blown dry with N2. For LB depositions, the Si substrate was withdrawn at a rate of 35 μm/sec while keeping the pressure constant. Thermal annealing was performed by keeping the deposited film at furnace for desired time and temperature.

The enzymatic degradation was performed by vertically immersing the CBCP deposited LB film into the degradation solution, prepared by adding 1.0 mg of Proteinase K into 5ml of Tris-HCl buffer (PH 8.6). The degradation was carried on at 37°C for 1 hour in an oil bath. The scratch experiment was carried out by scratching the deposited LB film with a blade gently.

Morphologies of LB films were examined by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM; Dimension 3000) in the tapping mode. The scanning rate was 2 Hz. Each sample was imaged at more than 5 locations to ensure the reproducibility of features observed. The average height and surface coverage of LB films were obtained by performing the bearing analysis. The spectral period was analyzed by performing 2 Fourier transform (FFT) of height image.
5.3 Result and discussion

![Figure 5-3](image)

**Figure 5-3.** Pressure ~ area isotherms of the Langmuir monolayer of (a) BBCP and (b) LBCP. Three regions are labelled as (i) gas state, (ii) liquid state, and (iii) condensed state.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LB film</th>
<th>P=1 mN/m</th>
<th>P=5 mN/m</th>
<th>P=13 mN/m</th>
<th>P=30 mN/m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domain height (nm)</td>
<td>3.672 ± 0.689</td>
<td>3.931 ± 0.871</td>
<td>3.643 ± 0.674</td>
<td>3.819 ± 0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain Diameter (nm)</td>
<td>68.753 ± 8.2</td>
<td>66.723 ± 7.79</td>
<td>66.065 ± 4.873</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain Area Coverage (%)</td>
<td>29.839</td>
<td>37.945</td>
<td>52.995</td>
<td>66.123</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-1 Height and surface coverage of BBCP dot-like domains obtained from AFM images

Langmuir isotherm, i.e., surface pressure ~ area (π ~ A) plot, of the BBCP was shown in Figure 5-3 a. The continuous pressure rise was indicative of the formation of LB monolayer.\(^1\) The entire isotherm can be generally divided into typical three regions according the slope of the curve, in other words, the pressure increasing rate with molecular area.\(^1,5\) They are (i) gas state region at \(\pi = 0\) mN/m, (ii) liquid state region at \(\pi = 0\sim 13\) mN/m, (iii) condensed state region at \(\pi >13\) mN/m. Figure 5-4 shows the
representative AFM height images of LB monolayers obtained at three regions (deposited at P=1, 5, 13 and 30 mN/m, respectively). Dots-like structures with a broad size distribution were observed at all three regions. Table 2 summarizes the height of these domains and the resulting surface coverage. With the increasing of surface pressure, the domain shape did not change obviously, but its density was increased greatly, with surface coverage increasing from 29.839% to 66.123%. Besides, the initial dispersed dots-like domain begin to form the island-like morphology at the condensed state region. The height of these domains shows little difference in all the three regions within the limits of error.

**Figure 5-4.** AFM height images of the BBCP Langmuir monolayers obtained from the chloroform solution at various transfer pressures: (a) $\pi = 1$ mN/m, (b) $\pi = 5$ mN/m, (c) $\pi = 13$ mN/m, and (d) $\pi = 30$ mN/m. Scan size = 3 $\mu$m $\times$ 3 $\mu$m and scan size = 0.5 $\mu$m $\times$ 0.5 $\mu$m for the insert in (d). The Height of the domain is shown in the up-right corner, and the its surface coverage is shown in the low-right corner.
The isotherm and dots-like morphology of BBCP resemble that of amphiphilic block copolymer, which assumes the “pancake” structure on the water surface (the hydrophobic blocks aggregate into the dot-like domain and the hydrophilic blocks forms the spreading phase among them). However, the facts, no domain height difference in all regions, can hardly be explained within the theory of amphiphilic copolymers (domain height should be greatly increased due to the formation of brush structure). In order to understand surface behavior of the hydrophobic BBCP, the fine structure of the dots-like domains needs to be completely investigated. In the following step, the fine structure of the LB film was determined by the scratch test, enzyme degradation, as well as the thermal annealing.

**Scratch test**

![Figure 5-5](image)

**Figure 5-5.** (a) AFM height image of the BBCP Langmuir monolayer obtained after scratching off the top portion of monolayer. Scan size = 1 µm × 1 µm. (b) The corresponding phase image of (a). (c) Close-up of the phase image in (b); the domain is enclosed with red dash line, and arms with white. Scan size = 0.3 µm × 0.3 µm

The LB film (deposited at P=5 mN/m) was scratched with a sharp blade, and the position around the cutting edge was examined with AFM (as shown in figure 5-5). The section analysis shows that the height different between cutting line and inter-domain
space is around 0.7 nm. Considering the damage caused by the blade on the silicon substrate, this height difference should be even smaller and can be ignored. This result shows that a spreading phase should also exist between the dot-like domains. This is reasonable, because no pressure can be applied on the LB film if the space between dot-like domains is empty. A better resolution of morphology was achieved by phase image (as shown in figure 5-5b and 5-5c). It is well known that, in the phase image soft-tapping mode, the magnitude of the phase shift is directly related to the elastic modulus of the sample\(^{31}\), which means a better image contrast can be achieved for different materials. As shown in figure 5-5b, two distinct phases can be determined besides the silicon substrate: one phase (darker) composes the dot-like domain, and the other (lighter) is the cylindrical “arms” around the domain, forming the spreading phase. As shown in figure 5-5c, these arms are closely connected with the dots domains in a radial pattern. To the best of our knowledge, this is the time to observe the morphology of spreading phase with microscopy technique. The length of the arm is around 40 nm, and the width around 20 nm. Considering the twisting of polymer backbones,\(^{24}\) these arms have the similar size as one part of BBCP (PS part or PLA part). This result shows that one part of BBCP (PS or PLA) composes the dot-like domains, and the other forms the spreading phases among them. By far, both the PS\(^{32}\) and PLA\(^{33}\) has been reported to be able to form the spreading phase at air/water interface. To indentify the two phase in the LB film, thermal annealing experiment is performed.
Thermal Annealing

![AFM height image](image1.png)

**Figure 5-6.** AFM height image (top) and phase image (low) of (a) original Langmuir monolayer, (b) monolayer annealed at 95°C for 12h, (c) monolayer annealed at 170°C for 5h. Scan size = 1 µm × 1 µm, z scale = 50 nm, and phase scale = 50°. The bearing height of domains are labeled on each height images.

The molecular weight of PS and PLA braches in the BBCP is 3.0 and 1.4 Kg/mol respectively, which are smaller than critical entanglement molecular weights (14 kg/mol for PS\(^{34}\), and 4 kg/mol for PLA\(^{35}\)). Therefore the whole molecules should be mostly free of entanglements above the glass transition temperature.\(^{24, 29, 30}\) The DSC analysis shows that the BBCP have two separate glass transitions at 54 °C and 104 °C, corresponding to PLA and PS respectively. Thus, the phase of dot-like domain can be identified by checking its decomposition temperature. The LB film (deposited at P=5 mN/m) was
annealed at 95 °C and 170°C, respectively. Figure 5-6 shows the AFM image of annealed morphology, and the domain height is labeled on each height image. The spectral periods (λc-c) of domains, analyzed by 2D FFT, are 124.6 ± 29.4 nm and 119.8 ± 28.1 nm, for the original and annealed samples respectively. The domain height remained the same and the armed domain morphology was well reserved as shown in the phase images (figure 5-6b). Considered the irregularity of domains and error limits of data, a conclusion can be drawn that no obvious change has been observed after annealing at 95 °C (far beyond the Tg of PLA). While annealed at 170°C (far beyond the Tg of PS), the domain height decreased dramatically, and the phase image was changed greatly. This result indicated that the domain is formed by the PS, and the “arm” like structure is the PLA part. When annealed at 170 °C, PS part of BBCP tend to separate from each, resulting in the decomposition of domains. The cylindrical molecular shape can be distinguished in the domain region from the phase image (figure 5-6c). Since the PLA “arms” are already well separated from each other, thus no obvious morphology change has been observed when annealed at 95 °C.
By now, there are still two different ways in which the polymer blocks could be arranged to yield the observed images. Two simple descriptions are shown schematically in figure 5-7. In model A, the domains are made up of the PS, which are separated by spread PLA arms. In model B, the PLA exist both around PS domain and beneath it, and PS domain sit on top of a coherent PLA layer. Such controversy also broadly exists in explaining air/water interfacial behavior of various amphiphilic copolymers. In order to determine the right model for the PS-PLA system, the enzyme degradation experiment was performed as following.
Enzymatic Degradation

Figure 5-8. (a) AFM height image of Langmuir monolayer after immersion in the buffer solution without the addition of enzyme for 1h. (b) AFM height image of Langmuir monolayer undergoing enzymatic degradation for 1h. (c) Corresponding phase image of (b). Scan size = 3 µm × 3 µm.

The basic idea behind this work was to degrade PLA polymer from the LB film, so that the positions of PLA phase can be directly identified. As shown in the introduction part, PLA is biodegradable polymers which can be degraded by both enzymatic degradation and alkaline hydrolysis.\textsuperscript{22,36} Considering the hydrolysis of ester group which connects PS branches and molecule backbone, enzymatic degradation was utilized here to keep PS part intact. The LB film (deposited at P=5 mN/m) was vertically immersed in both the buffer solution with and without enzyme under the same condition, so as to eliminate the influence of other factors. As shown in figure 5-8 a, the general dots-like domain morphology was generally reserved after soaked at buffer for 1h. The morphology is little blurry, which may be caused by the shearing force during the withdraw process or the swelling effect of water. After degradation in enzyme solution for 1hour, the circular domain still exists. However, they aggregated to form the huge aggregates, and nothing was left on the space region between these aggregates (as shown in figure 5-8 b and c).
First of all, the enzymatic degradation result confirms the fact that the dots-like domain is composed of PS part. Otherwise, it will be degraded and dissolved into the water. Besides, this result also shows that model B is the right case for PS-PLA system. As it is well known, the silicon substrate is one of the most common used high energy surfaces materials. The low energy surface materials, like organic polymers or water, tend to adsorb strongly onto it. That is why the LB film can hardly be rinsed by the bare buffer solution. As for the case of model A, the intact PS domain array should be finally well reserved, with only spreading phase degraded. In contrast, when LB film takes the structure of model B, the PS domains can be stripped off the substrate after degradation of PLA beneath them. Since the water have a stronger wetting ability on the silica surface, a water layer should form on the silicon substrate during PLA degradation process. The decreased attractive interaction between silicon substrate and PS polymers will lead to the aggregation of PS domains into huge aggregates, to reduce its surface tension in water. The AFM images in figure 5-8 b and 5-8 c clearly shows that the huge aggregates is actually composed of dot-like domains with same size as that of freshly deposed LB film (figure 5-4b).

Interfacial behavior of PS-PLA block copolymer

The fine structure of the BBCP film at low pressure has been clearly determined by the scratch test, thermal annealing, and enzymatic degradation experiment. After evaporation of spreading solvent (gas state region), the micro pressure, existing in the gas state region, assist the PS parts of BBCP to aggregates, forming the dots-like domain shape domains to reduce its surface energy. Although the PLA is a hydrophobic polymer,
they have certain hydrophilic units on its surface, like ester group, which can form the hydrogen bond with water and result in the attractive interaction between PLA and water subphase. Therefore, the PLA part highly spread over the water subphase, and prevent the PS parts from further aggregation. Thus a monolayer is formed, with the structure shown in figure 5-9. With the increasing of surface pressure (liquid state region), the spreading PLA phase closely contacts with each other. The PLA parts were compressed, and a strong elastic repulsive force exist between them, just like the behavior of spreading phase in amphiphilic blocks copolymers. Therefore, a continuous pressure increase was observed in the region (ii) of the isotherm (figure 5-3 a). However, the PLA blocks were hydrophobic polymers, and can hardly be expelled into the water subphase. PLA arms around the PS domain have to rearrange themselves to release the elastic stress (as shown figure 5-9 b). Thus the surface area of spreading PLA phase was greatly decreased, leading to the increased density of dots-like domains. Finally, the PLA arms are strongly compressed and their arrangement is finished at the condensed region. The condensed LB film is hardly compressible, and the surface pressure increased dramatically with little decrease of molecular area, as shown in region (iii) of figure 5-3a. Under this highly pressure, the PLA arms can be expelled apart or overlapped (as shown in figure 5-9c), the PS domain become connected, forming a island like morphology (as shown in figure 5-4d). Since certain PLA arm still exist between the PS domains, the island is only loosely composed with gaps as shown in the insert of figure 4d. In the contrary, the amphiphilic block copolymer can form the more continuous island morphology, as the spreading phase was completely expelled into water subphase.
Figure 5-9. Schematic stepwise representation of the packing of microstructures of BBCP. (a) at the low pressure (i.e., between regions i and ii, where PLA arms (yellow) highly spread over the water surface, and PS (blue) form domains on the top of PLA; (b) at the intermediate pressure (i.e., region ii), where the rearrangement of PLA arms occur; and (c) at the high pressure (i.e., region iii), where the PLA arms are highly compressed, and PS domains become connected.

*Result of linear block copolymer*
Figure 5-10 Continued

Figure 5-10. AFM height images (a, c, e and g) and corresponding phase images (b, d, f and h) of Langmuir monolayers of PS-b-PLA LBCP obtained from the chloroform solution at various surface pressures: (a) and (b) $\pi = 1$ mN/m, (c) and (d) $\pi = 5$ mN/m, (e) and (f) $\pi = 13$ mN/m, and (g) and (h) $\pi = 30$ mN/m. Scan size = 1 µm × 1 µm

To check the influence of bottle brush chemical structure on the LB film, linear PS-PLA block copolymer was used as the reference. As shown in figure 5-3 b, the Linear PS-PLA copolymer has similar isotherm curve as that of BBCP. The only different is the area of per molecule, due to different size of two polymers. The result shows that LBCP have the similar air/water interfacial behavior as BBCP. The AFM images of linear polymer LB film, deposited at pressures just like that of BBCP, were shown at figure 5-10. As shown in figure 5-10 a, more perfect dots-like structure was observed, with
similar diameter (around 59 nm) and bearing height (3.349 nm) as that of BBCP (68 nm and 3.672 nm respectively). It shows that PS domain is composed of more LBCP molecules, and the flexible characteristic of linear structure lead to more preface circular shape, which benefit the decrease of its surface energy. Due to higher volume fraction of PS block in LBCP (71.4%) than in BBCP (60%), the PS domain has a higher surface coverage (37.36%), compared with BBCP at same pressure (29.83%). No arm like structure can be observed in the phase image, since the PLA blocks has flexible linear structure, which entangled and spread on the water surface.

**Figure 5-11.** Schematic illustration of the packing of microstructures of PS-b-PLA LBCP at different surface pressures. (a) at the low pressure, where PLA arms (yellow) highly spread over the water surface, and PS (blue) form domains on the top of PLA). (b) at the intermediate pressure (i.e., region ii), where the folding of PLA chains lead more PLA to occupy the space between PS domains; and (c) at the high pressure (i.e., region iii), where the folding of PLA chains is complete, thereby leading to the formation of a topologically continuous film
At the pressure $P=5$ (liquid region), the domain height was decreased so dramatically that the PS domains was relatively hard to distinguish in the AFM height image (as shown in figure 5-10b). This result is in contrast with the common amphiphilic copolymers$^{11}$ and the BBCP in this work, which show little change in the domain height. However, the isotherm and phase image indicate that plenty PLA phase should exist between the PS domains. The decrease of domain height can be attributed to folding of flexible PLA chain. This folding process of PLA chains have also been reported in air/water interfacial behavior of linear PLA-PEO block copolymer.$^{33}$ Due to the folding of PLA chain, the surface stress can be released, and the space gap between PS domains can be filled (as shown in figure 5-11b). Therefore, the height difference between PS domain and spreading PLA phase is greatly reduced. At higher pressure ($P=13 \text{ mN/m}$), the folding process of PLA chain is complete (as shown in figure 5-11c), and all the gap space between PS domain have been fully filled. Thus a smooth surface was detected by AFM height image as shown in figure 10c. But the PS domains (lighter) and PLA phase (darker) can still be distinguished at the corresponding phase images. As for the BBCP, the PLA arms can hardly be folded, due to their rigid backbones. Thus the PS domains is still highly dispersed under the sample pressure (figure 5-4c), and no changed was observed in the domain height (table 5-1). At extremely high pressure ($P=30 \text{ mN/m}$), the film is highly compact (as shown in figure 29d), and the surface pressure increase dramatically with slight decrease of molecular area (region iii in figure 5-3b).
5.4 conclusion

In this project, we systematically investigated the air/water interfacial behavior of bottlebrush/linear PS-PLA block copolymer. These hydrophobic blocks copolymer have unique behavior at the air/water interface, which can’t be explained by the classic theory for amphiphilic copolymers. The fine structure of the LB film is clearly determined by the scratch test, thermal annealing and enzymatic degradation experiment. PLA blocks were found to spread over the water surface; while PS forms the dot-like domains and sit on the top of PLA phases. The AFM test show that the PLA form arm like structure around the PS domain in LB film of BBCP. It is the first time to observe the morphology of spreading phases in the LB work of block copolymer. A new model is proposed to illustrate the novel behavior of these two copolymer, and the influence of molecular chemical structure is also well analyzed. The present study not only fulfills the basic theory of langumuir-blodgett (LB) method, but also greatly enlarge the application range of this technology.
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Chapter 6. Patterning of Conjugated Polymer with Enhanced Photoluminescence via Self-Assembly at the Air/Water Interface

6.1 Introduction

Conjugated polymers (CPs) have received considerable attention as promising materials for use in organic photovoltaics, light-emitting diodes (LEDs), thin film transistors, and biosensors. Among various types of CPs, poly(3-alkylthiophene) (PAT), e.g. P3HT, is one of the most widely studied organic semiconductors due to its excellent solution processability, environmental stability, high charge carrier mobility, and tailorable electrochemical properties. Currently PAT devices are mainly fabricated by conventional film formation techniques, e.g. drop- or spin-casting, which suffer from a fast and uncontrolled self-assembly process. However, it is of paramount importance to achieve precise control of the assembly process, since electronic and optical properties of solution processed conjugated polymer thin films are intimately connected to the packing motifs of the molecules in the films. The drive towards nanometer scale devices for future electronic applications further emphasizes the need for such nanoscale control.

Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) techniques are a very useful tool to control the assembly of polymers owing to the asymmetry of the air-water interface. The organization of molecules at the air-water interface can be readily altered as a function of surface pressure, trough temperature, water subphase pH, etc, in contrast to conventional film fabrication methods as drop- or spin-casting. At this time, the application of the LB technique to conjugated polymers has produced a variety of electrical and optical ultrathin film devices, such as light emitting diodes, thin film conductors, memory devices, ferroelectric thin films, nonlinear optical devices, sensors and field-
effect transistors.\textsuperscript{28,29} Due to strong intermolecular interactions and weak water affinity, however, the stability of PAT monolayers is usually low and thus, they hardly transfer onto the solid substrate. Currently, two main approaches have been developed to resolve those problems: (1) \textit{Spreading a solution of PAT together with inert amphiphilic molecules on water subphase}. The amphiphilic molecules, e.g. fatty acid, works as lubricant and matrix. After their gradually detachment from water surface, PAT polymer chains came closer to each other and started to align in response to the compression pressure.\textsuperscript{30} The resulting monolayers were stable and transferrable but had the drawback of giving rise to mixed structures with complete phase separation between the two components. Moreover, defects in films, in the form of either impurities or cavities, are inevitable, and polymer chains are randomly oriented, which is detrimental to their photo-electrical properties. (2) \textit{The molecular structure of polythiophenes can be modified to render them amphiphilic by replacing the alky side chains with polar ones}. Bjørnholm\textsuperscript{3} et.al recently fabricate the LB film with new designed amphiphilic polythiophenes, which allows the coexistence of a fully conjugated and $\pi$-stacked polymer structural motif and a membrane forming motif.

Given the various progress made recently, the PAT chain in current LB works are mainly strongly packed and crystallized, which is important in the application of conductive polymeric films but detrimental to utilization of conjugated polymer as electroluminescent devices, since the strong $\pi$-$\pi$ stacking leads to strong interchain electron transfer, which works as traps and severely quench photoluminescence that originates from the intra-chain electron transfer.\textsuperscript{31} Moreover, many modern applications, including the fabrication of optoelectronic devices and electromagnetic storage media,
demands conjugated polymer patterns that exhibit controlled ordering at different length scales. So far, no patterning of conjugated polymer has been achieved by self-assembly process at the air/water interface. Therefore, it is promising to develop a technique to pattern the PAT with prohibited intra-chain energy transfer.

Currently, block copolymers occupy a huge area of research since they offer a vast range of possibilities for architecture, size, and chemical composition, due to their selective solvation in solution and microscopic phase separation in the solid state. Numerous LB studies on block copolymer clearly showed that the variation of molecular shapes, architecture of macromolecular backbones and specific intermolecular interactions are very effective way in tailoring air/water interfacial behavior of these materials and thus obtaining the desirable morphology. Limited by the synthesis techniques, the block polymer with conjugated blocks is researched in less intensity with quite few works on the linear block copolymer showing little difference from corresponding homopolymers.

For the branched block copolymer, the presence of joints, branches, and a low level of entanglements leads to a greater number of parameters to modify hydrophobic-hydrophilic balance, which enables the controlled self-assembly process and thus well organized LB film. Star-like block copolymer is one of the most well studied branched systems which have several linear polymer chains are attached to one compact core. In the work, we design a novel multi-arm star like PtBA-P3HT block copolymer (MSBC) (Figure 1), with P3HT as the conjugated blocks and PtBA as the anchoring block on the water surface. The P3HT was selected because it can easily produce the unique red color that is difficult to achieve with other conjugated polymer. An interesting net-like pattern
can be obtained through self-assembly at high surface pressure, and most importantly the intra-chain energy transfer can be effectively prohibited, resulting in highly photoluminescent patterns. The self-assembly process of SBC at air/water was systematically investigated through AFM and TEM, and the possible model has been proposed to illustrate the patterning mechanism as well as energy transfer process. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report on the LB work of branched P3HT based block polymer, and also the first work to obtain conjugated polymer patterns with enhanced photoluminescence. As such, it stands out as a promising technique to fabricate micro optoelectronic devices but also provides a platform to investigate the complex self-assembly process and charge transfer of conjugated polymer system confined in 2 dimensions.

6.2 Experimental Section

Chemicals. 2-Bromoisobutyryl bromide (98%), N,N,N',N'',N''-pentamethyldiethylene triamine (PMDETA, 99%), anhydrous 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (99.5%), sodium azide (≥99.5%), 2,5-dibromo-3-hexyl-thiophene (97%), tert-butyl magnesium chloride (2.0 M solution in diethyl ether), [1,3-bis(diphenyl phosphino) propane] dichloronickel(II), ethynyl magnesium bromide (0.5 M solution in tetrahydrofuran) and trifluoroacetic acid (TFA, 99.9%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, and used as received. CuBr (98%, Sigma-Aldrich) was stirred overnight in acetic acid, filtrated, washed with ethanol and diethyl ether successively, and dried in vacuum. β-Cyclodextrine (β-CD, Sigma-Aldrich) was used as received. tert-Butyl acrylate (tBA, Sigma-Aldrich 98%), methy ethyl ketone (Fisher Scientific, 99.9%) and N,N-dimethyl formamide (DMF, Fisher Scientific, 99.9%) were distilled over CaH$_2$ under reduced
pressure prior to use. Tetrahydrofuran (THF, 99%) was refluxed over potassium wire and distilled from potassium naphthalenide solution. All other reagents were purified by common purification procedures.

**Synthesis of Heptakis[2,3,6-tri-O-(2-bromo-2-methylpropionyl)]-β-Cyclodextrin**

(21Br-β-CD). 21Br-β-CD was synthesized by β-CD with 21 hydroxyl groups esterified by the reaction of end hydroxyl groups with 2-bromoisobutryl bromide. In a typical process, β-CD (6.82 g, 6 mmol, vacuum dried at 80 °C over calcium oxide overnight immediately before use) was dissolved in 60 mL of anhydrous 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidione (NMP) and was cooled to 0 °C. 2-Bromoisobutryl bromide (58.0 mL, 252 mmol) was then added dropwise to the β-CD solution with magnetic stirring. The reaction temperature was maintained at 0 °C for 2 h and then allowed to rise slowly to ambient temperature after which the reaction was allowed to continue for 22 h. The brown solution obtained was concentrated in a vacuum oven for 12 h. Then dilute the syrup with 100 mL of dichloromethane, and then wash sequentially with saturated NaHCO₃ aqueous solution (3 x 200 mL) and DI water (3 x 200 mL). The organic layer obtained was concentrated in a vacuum oven and then crystallized in cold n-hexane to produce a white precipitate (18.21 g, yield 71.2%). ¹H-NMR (CDCl₃, δ): 1.8-2.2 (126 H, the methyl protons of 21Br-β-CD), 3.5-5.5 (49H, residues of β-CD). FT-IR: 2931 cm⁻¹ (ʋC–H), 1737 cm⁻¹ (ʋC=O), 1158 cm⁻¹ (ʋC–O–C), 1039 and 1105 cm⁻¹ (coupled ʋC–C and ʋC–O).

**Synthesis of 21-Arm Star-like PtBA with Azide End Group (PtBA-N3).** 21-Arm Star-like PtBA with bromine end group (PtBA-Br) was prepared by ATRP of tBA in methy ethyl ketone, using 21Br-β-CD with 21 ATRP initiation sites as macrorinitiator and CuBr/PMDETA as a catalyst. In a typical process, an ampoule charged with the CuBr
(0.0707 g), PMDETA (0.1707 g), 21Br-β-CD (0.1 g), iBA (42.9 mL) and 43 ml of methy
ethyl ketone was vacuumed by three freeze-thaw-cycles at the temperature of liquid
nitrogen, then sealed and placed in an oil bath at 60 °C for 8h. The ampoules were taken
out from the oil bath and dipped in liquid nitrogen to stop the polymerization. The
solution was diluted with acetone and passed through a neutral alumina column to
remove the catalyst and then precipitated into methanol/water (v/v=1/1). After filtration,
the products were purified by dissolution/precipitation twice with acetone and
methanol/water and then dried at 40 °C in vacuo for 2 days. Conversion of iBA monomer:
19.4%. 1H-NMR (CDCl3, δ): 2.56-2.06 (CH2CH, repeating unit of PtBA), 2.05-1.30
(CH2CH and -(CO)-OC(CH3)3, repeating units of PtBA), 1.21 (-(CO)-C(CH3)2).

Then, the precipitate of star-like PtBA with bromine end group (PtBA-Br) (3.60 g) was
dissolved in DMF (15 mL), and sodium azide (Br in star-like PtBA : sodium azide= 1:10,
molar ratio) was added to the solution. The reaction mixture was stirred 24 h at room
temperature. Dichloromethane (25.0 mL) was added into the mixture and washed three
times with distilled water. The organic layer was dried with anhydrous MgSO4, and the
solvent was removed by vacuum. Then the product was collected and dried at 40 °C in
vacuum oven for 4 h (yield: 95.4%). The number average molecular weight of star-like
PtBA-N3: 120,600 g/mol (based on GPC), 317,940 g/mol (based on 1H-NMR), 307,210
g/mol (the theoretical value of number average molecular weight calculated from the
monomer conversion and concentration of initiators), 14,940 g/mol (number average
molecular weight of each arm PtBA calculated from the 1H-NMR data). PDI of star-like
PtBA-N3: 1.07 (GPC).
Synthesis of Ethynyl-Terminated P3HT (P3HT-ethynyl). Ethynyl-terminated P3HT (P3HT-ethynyl) was synthesized by a quasi-living Grignard metathesis (GRIM) method. Briefly, 2,5-dibromo-3-hexylthiophene (0.815g, 2.5 mmol) was dissolved in THF (5 mL) in a three-neck flask and stirred under Ar. Tert-butylmagnesium chloride (1.25 mL, 2.5 mmol) was added via syringe. The mixture was stirred for 2 h at room temperature. Subsequently, it was diluted to 25 mL with THF and Ni(dppp)Cl₂ (22.5 mg, 0.041 mmol) was added. The resulting mixture was first stirred for 10 min at room temperature, producing intermediate P3HT, followed by reacting with ethynylmagnesium bromide (2mL, 1mmol) in THF for 30 min. The product ethynyl-terminated P3HT (P3HT-ethynyl) was obtained by precipitating the reaction mixture in methanol, filtering in an extraction thimble, and washing by Soxhlet extraction with methanol, hexanes, and chloroform sequentially. The final pure ethynyl-terminated P3HT was recovered after chloroform evaporated. The regioregularity of P3HT was greater than 98% as determined by ¹H-NMR. The number average molecular weight and PDI of ethynyl-terminated P3HT were 5100 g/mol (based on ¹H-NMR), 4100 g/mol (based on GPC) and 1.18 (GPC), respectively. Yield: 40.8%. ¹H-NMR (CDCl₃, d (ppm)): 6.98 (s, 1H), 3.05 (s, 1H), 2.8 (t, J=3 Hz, 2H), 1.7 (m, 2H), 1.43 (m, 2H), 1.36 (m, 4H), and 0.92 (t, 3H). FT-IR: 3296 cm⁻¹ (ν≡C-H), 2132 cm⁻¹ (νC≡C).

Synthesis of 21-Arm Star-like Block Copolymers PtBA-b-P3HT by Click Reaction. 21-Arm star-like PtBA with azide end group (PtBA-N₃) and P3HT-ethynyl were dissolved in DMF (10 mL) in a dry ampule. CuBr and PMDETA were added, and
the reaction mixture (P3HT-ethynyl: N3 in star-like PrBA-N3: copper bromide: PMDETA = 1.2:1:10:10, molar ratio) was degassed by three freeze-pump-thaw cycles and left under nitrogen. The ampule was immersed in oil bath at 90 °C for 24 h, then taken from the oil bath, and dipped in liquid nitrogen to stop the polymerization. The products were diluted with THF, and solution was passed through alumina column to remove copper salt, precipitated into cold methanol, and dried in vacuum oven at 40 °C for 4 h. The 21-arm star-like block copolymers PrBA-b-P3HT was obtained. Yield: 80.9%. Efficiency of click reaction, calculated by 1H-NMR spectra of the star-like PrBA-b-P3HT: 98.6%. The number average molecular weight of star-like diblock copolymer PrBA-b-P3HT: 177,800 g/mol (based on GPC), 425,040 g/mol (based on 1H-NMR). PDI of star-like diblock copolymer PrBA-b-P3HT: 1.11 (GPC).1H-NMR (CDCl3, δ): 1.45 (-C(C6H3)3), 1.21 (-CO-C(CH3)2), 6.98 (repeating unit of P3HT), 0.92-2.80 (hexyl group of repeating unit of P3HT), 7.60-7.41(triazole ring). FT-IR: 1684 cm⁻¹ (stretching band of triazole ring).

**Monolayer preparation.** The PrBA-P3HT chloroform solutions at the concentration, c = 6.29 µM/L were prepared. Surface pressure - area (π - A) isotherms and polymer monolayers were obtained with R&K Langmuir Blodgett (LB) system (Riegler & Kirstein, GmbH, 160 cm² Teflon trough). The trough was carefully cleaned with 1:1 H2O₂:NH₃OH solution overnight and subsequently rinsed with DI water (NanoPure, > 18 MΩ cm) for 5 times. A 10 µL toluene solution was gently placed on the water surface to ensure initial gas state. After the solvent evaporated for 30 min, the monolayer film was compressed at a rate of 150 µm/sec. Si substrate used for depositing LB films was cleaned with a mixture of sulfuric acid and Nonchromix, followed by
rinsing with DI water and blown dry with N₂. For LB depositions, the Si substrate was withdrawn at a rate of 35 µm/sec while keeping the pressure constant.

**Characterizations.** Morphologies of LB films were examined by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM; Dimension 3000) in the tapping mode. The scanning rate was 2 Hz. Each sample was imaged at more than 5 locations to ensure the reproducibility of features observed. The fine structure was determined by TEM measurements (JEOL 1200EX scanning/transmission electron microscope (STEM); operated at 80 kV). The emission spectra were taken with a Nikon Eclipse TE2000-E microscope coupled with an optical insights hyperspectral unit and a Cascade 512B camera (Roger Scientific). The molecular weight of polymers was measured by GPC, equipped with an Agilent 1100 with a G1310A pump, a G1362A refractive detector, and a G1314A variable wavelength detector. THF used as eluent at 35°C at 1.0 mL/min. One 5 µm LP gel column (500 Å, molecular range: 500 ─ 2 × 10⁴ g/mol) and two 5 µm LP gel mixed bed columns (molecular range: 200 ─ 3 × 10⁶ g/mol) were calibrated with PS standard samples. ¹H-NMR spectra were obtained by a DMX 500 MHz spectrometer. CDCl₃ and d₇-DMF were used as solvents. FTIR spectra were recorded by a Magna-550 Fourier transform infrared spectrometer.
6.3 Results and Discussion

Figure 6-1. (a) Chemical structure and (b) schematic representation of multi-arm PtBA-P3HT block copolymer.

The chemical structure of star like block copolymer is depicted in Figure 6-1a. It can be regarded as 21 PtBA-P3HT linear block copolymer chains attached to one branching point (β-Cyclodextrin), with PtBA block forming the core and P3HT the shell. It has huge molecular weight (425 kg/mol), and large size. The molecule structure of MSBC was built and measured by Materials Studio, with PtBA block estimated around 16 nm and the P3HT blocks around 26 nm in length, respectively. The PtBA blocks was selected as anchoring blocks as the following reasons: (1) Facilitating the morphology transformation. Given possessing hydrophilic units, enabling its pread on the water surface, PtBA is a hydrophobic polymer in nature, and have has much weaker water
affinity (thus the anchoring ability) compared with pure hydrophilic blocks, e.g. PEO, PAA.\textsuperscript{37,38} Therefore, the phase transfer of the monolayer becomes much easier in response to surface pressure, an paramount advantage to manipulate the patterning process. (2) *Prohibiting the crystalization of P3HT.* Due to the its hydrophobic nature, the PtBA froms monolayer on water surface,\textsuperscript{39} blocking the direct contact between hydrophobic P3HT blocks and polar water subphase and therefore reducing the drive force for P3HT to stacking.

*Morphology evolution under surface pressure*

**Figure 6-2.** Pressure -area isotherms of multi-arm PtBA-P3HT block copolymer: (I) liquid region, (II) plateau region, (III) sub-condensed region, (IV) condensed region, (V) post condensed region. Insertion shows the illustration of molecular architecture at gas state (right) and condensed state (left).
Figure 6-3. AFM height images of the MSBC Langmuir monolayers obtained from the chloroform solution at various transfer pressure: (a) gas region; (b) liquid region; (c) plateau region; (d) sub-condensed region; (e) condensed region; (f) post condensed region. Scan size = 5 µm × 5µm and z scale = 100 nm for all images

Langmuir isotherm, i.e., surface pressure- area (π-A) plot, of the PtBA-P3HT star-like block polymer is shown in Figure 6-2. The continuous pressure rise was indicative of the formation of LB monolayer. In contrast to the previous hydrophobic block copolymers, which usually exhibited featureless curves, multiple plateau regions can be clearly observed in the isotherm, indicating more complex phase transitions process in response to the surface pressure. Therefore, besides the gas state, the entire isotherm can be divided into five regions; they were (I) liquid state, (II), plateau region at π =
7mN/m, (III) sub-condensed region at \( \pi = 9 \) mN/m, (IV) condensed state, (IV) post-condensed region. Representative AFM height images of LB monolayer obtained at those regions are shown in Figure 6-3.

![Figure 6-4](image)

**Figure 6-4.** Schematic illustration of the packing of microstructures at different surface pressures. (a) gas region where multi-arm molecules are fully spread; (b) liquid and plateau region, (c) condensed state region, as well as possible P3HT packing (d) in this region. Red dot line represents the axis of nano-fiber.

In the absence of surface pressure (gas state), the whole molecule are highly dispersed without interaction on water surface, resulting in a featureless surface morphology as characterized by both AFM and TEM images (Figure 6-3a). Due to existence of polar groups on both two blocks, both PtBA and P3HT blocks have certain water affinity, enabling them attach to the water surface forming monolayer. This is consistent with the previous report on PtBA and P3HT homopolymers. Considering the highly branched molecular architecture and rigidity of P3HT backbone, each
molecules may fully spread and assume star like morphology (Figure 6-2 right-insertion and Figure 6-4a).

Figure 6-5. TEM images of LB monolayer deposited from (a),(b) liquid region; (c),(d) plateau region; (e),(f) condensed region.

In contrast to PtBA blocks, which have stronger water affinity due to formation of hydrogen bond between the ester group and water molecules, P3HT is less stable and detached from water surface easily under gentle surface pressure, thus forming circular aggregation in the liquid region (Figure 6-3b). The PtBA blocks, on the other hand, still spread on the water subphase, anchoring the MSBC on the water surface. This can be confirmed by the TEM measurement. Due to its highly localized electron density compared with that of PtBA, P3HT aggregates can be directly imaged by TEM without...
staining, while the PAA phase is totally transparent to electron beam giving no contrast in the final images. Therefore, all the morphological features in TEM images originate solely from P3HT phases. It clearly shows the circular domain is compositied of amorphous P3HT blocks, with size consistent with corresponding AFM images (Figure 6-5a,b). As consequence, in this region, it is safe to assume a “pancake” model with P3HT aggregating on the top of continuous PtBA monolayer (Figure 6-4b). The remanent spreaded molecules, on the other hand, fill the space between circular domains, transferring surface pressure among LB monolayer (Figure 6-4b).

Figure 6-6. (a)AFM height image, (b) TEM image, and (c) fluorescent image of MSBC pattern deposited at condensed region. Scan size = 20 µm × 20 µm and z scale = 100 nm for AFM images.

Figure 6-7. (a) Close up TEM image of MSBC network deposited at condensed region, as well as its AFM phase images at different magnification (b) size = 3 µm × 3 µm and phase scale = 50° and (C) size = 3 µm × 3 µm and phase scale = 30°.
With further pressure increase, more spread P3HT are detached and join the existing circular domain, enlarging its size obviously in plateau region (Figure 6-3c). It is confirmed by TEM measurement by showing similar morphology with only increased size (Figure 6-5c,d). Moreover, the AFM phase images clearly show that the circular domain is even and only composed of single phases. The long plateau region can be attributed to phase transition of PtBA during which the tert-butyl side groups reorientate from a prone to vertical position, leading to collapse of PtBA blocks layer. Due to its hydrophobic nature, PtBA blocks collapse by aggregating on top of the water surface, instead of dissolving into water subphase. Consequently, the surface area decreases dramatically while surface pressure remain constant, forming the long plateau region.

At the end of plateau (sub-condensed region), the previous circular domains are pushed close and undergo chaining process, resulting in a short plateau region (Figure 6-3c). Finally, in the condensed region, a novel network structure was observed as result of the domain chaining (Figure 6-3e and Figure 6-6a). The network is found continuous and fully cover the substrate. Close TEM images of the network clearly shows that each units on the chain is no longer the circular and even P3HT amorphous domains. Instead, it assumes a semi-rectangular shape, with a hole surrounded by P3HT fibers forming periphery as observed in the AFM images (Figure 6-5e,f). Those fibers tend to parallel each at the conjunction of neighboring units. The existence of hole can be readily observed through close up TEM image (Figure 6-7a), but also be identified by AFM phase images showing contrast phase differences between central and periphery region (Figure 6-7 b,c). Considering the relative size of PtBA to P3HT phases, the hole region can hardly be attributed to PtBA phase, and should be empty region.
By far, network like morphologies were mainly reported at zero surface pressure form amphiphilic polymers, where dewetting process of polymeric solution on water surface leads to their formation. To best of our knowledge, this is first observation of self-assembly of isotropic circular surface micelle into network structure through lateral compression. Therefore, a new model has been proposed to illustrate this complex self-assembly process, which will be discussed in the later section. Moreover, in contrast with previous conjugated polymer film made by LB techniques other deposition approaches, where strong inter-chain energy transfer within condensed phases severely quench luminescence, the PL emission from network is so strong that single monolayer can be directly observed under conventional optical microscope via the excitation of wide green lamp (Figure 6-6c). Given numerous work on LB work of conjugated polymer, this is first report on directly observation of single conjugated monolayer through optical microscope. The detailed mechanism will be illustrated in next section.

After formation of perfect network, further lateral compression upon monolayer leads to its condensation and finally breaking down (Figure 6-3f), leading to isotropic arrangement of P3HT domains into island like morphology. During this process, the empty space between the networks was gradually filled, therefore a small plateau can be well observed at post condensed region. After condensed compacted, the monolayer is no longer compressible, therefore a dramatic pressure increase is shown at the end of isotherm, followed by sudden pressure drop indicating the collapse of monolayer.
Enhanced photoluminescence emission of MSBC pattern.

Figure 6-8. Photoluminescence spectra of (a) MSBC patterns, P3HT homopolymer in solution and solid state; (b) MSBC monolayer at the liquid region and condensed region.

The achievement of conjugated polymer film or patterns with high PL efficiency are crucial to fabrication of nano-size electroluminescent devices. In order to reveal the origin of their strong PL emission, the MSBC network was characterized with PL spectra, with P3HT homopolymer (identical to each P3HT blocks) in solution and solid state both measured as reference. The vibronic structures of P3HT are clearly evident (i.e., 0-0 emission peak at 574 nm and 0-1 emission peak at 620 nm for solution state; and 0-0 emission peak at 655 nm and 0-1 emission peak at 715 nm for solid state).\textsuperscript{46} Electronic structure and optical properties of P3HT has been intensely researched in the past decades,\textsuperscript{1,36,47} and two basic types of emission have been identified: intramolecular emission and interchain emission. The 0-0 emission is broadly attributed to the intramolecular exciton, while 0-1 emission is shown strongly related to interchain interaction.\textsuperscript{48,49} In solution state, the conjugated chain is broken into conformational subunits consisting several repeat units long owing to the relatively low energy barrier for
small-angle rotations around bonds along the backbone. Therefore the emission is blue-shifted due to the reduced conjugated length.\textsuperscript{50} After drying out (Figure 6-8), the aggregation of P3HT chain, e.g. crystallization, greatly increase the ordering of polymeric chain and degree of interchain interaction, leading to increased conjugated length (e.g. red-shift) and enhanced 0-1 peak intensity relative to the 0-0 peak, respectively. \textsuperscript{48,49} As reported by Saadeh et.al,\textsuperscript{51} the PL efficiency dramatically drops from 30-40\% to 1-4\% during this process due to increased contribution of non-radiative decay via interchain interactions. In order to preserve high luminescence efficiency observed in solution state, the conjugated polymer are usually incorporated into an inert solid matrix, which often suffers from phase separation or low CP concentration.\textsuperscript{36}

In great contrast to P3HT solid materials, the LB pattern of MSBC shows the identical 0-0 emission position as coiled P3HT chains in solution, clearly indicating the successful transferring of this highly PL efficient disordered state into solids. Moreover, the 0-1 emission (interchain) peak relative to 0-0 emission is also dramatically reduced, even negligible, a clear evidence of prohibited interchain energy transfer in MSBC pattern. Therefore, the PL efficiency of MSBC pattern was great enhanced due to reduced PL quenching traps,\textsuperscript{31} and the high PL emission can be directly observed from OM. To best of our knowledge, this is first work to direct transfer disordered conjugated polymer chain from solution into solid state, a technique paramount important to fabricate high efficient electroluminescent devices. Moreover, it is interesting to notice that the emission position can also be readily modified through surface pressure. As shown in figure 6-8b, the emission is blue shift to the around 550 nm from 585 nm when in the
amorphous state (plateau region). It shows that, in the fiber-like state, the P3HT backbone is more rigid, resulting in increased the conjugated length.

**Self-assembly Mechanism for MSBC pattern Formation**

Obviously, the formation of network is triggered by the detachment of PtBA blocks from water surface, as the chaining process occurs only after the plateau region. As shown in the first section, circular amorphous P3HT domains, assuming a pancake structure with P3HT aggregating on the top of continuous PtBA monolayer, was converted into those composed of fiber-like components. By far, the fiber-like morphology in nano-size has seldom been reported in the LB work of conjugated polymer, only wire structure reported after collapse of amphiphilic polythiophenes monolayer. The fiber-like morphology has been broadly observed in the crystallized state of conjugated rod-coil block copolymer, which self-assembled head-to-tail or head-to-head into various structures, like nemetic, smetic, hockey pucks, etc. In each case, the width of fiber is no shorter than the chain length of conjugated blocks due to the stacking. However, the width of fiber in the SBC pattern is estimated around 9 nm from TEM image (Figure 6-7a), much shorter than the chain length of P3HT block (26 nm, calculated from Material Studio). Considering the prohibited interchain emission observed in the PL spectra, it is safe to draw the conclusion that the fiber is not formed by the crystallization of P3HT blocks as broadly reported previously.

P3HT possesses a molecular architecture similar to amphiphilic graft copolymer, hydrophobic alkyl size chains grafted onto hydrophilic polythiophene backbone. In the organic solvent (chloroform here), selective for side groups chains, the P3HT molecules easily fold back on themselves into helical like conformation with syn configuration of
thiophene units in which all sulfur atoms are directed inside the cavity and hydrocarbon groups are oriented outside the helix.\textsuperscript{56-58} By the slow drying, some of such helix-like P3HT chain can be preserved into solid state, which appears like rigid rod under TEM images.\textsuperscript{58} After spread on the water surface, the unpleasant interaction between polar water and hydrophobic alkyl side drive the crystallization of P3HT homopolymer to reduce the overall free energy. As the MSBC monolayer, the existence of continuous hydrophobic PtBA layer may effectively block the direct contact between the P3HT phase and water surface, greatly reducing such drive force. Consequently, the disordered helix-like molecular configuration may also be well preserved into MSBC pattern, and alkyl side chain oriented outside the helix effectively block the inter-chain energy transfer between neighboring conjugated backbones. It is consistent with prohibited 0-1 emission in the PL spectra measurement (Figure 6-8).

After the plateau region, the PtBA are no longer able to anchor whole molecules on the water surface due to its detachment, therefore the multi-arm may easily folded into rigid-coil like molecular architecture (Figure 6-2 left-insertion), with P3HT blocks within single molecule forming the rigid part and PtBA blocks the flexible ones (Figure 6-2).\textsuperscript{59} Recently, the self-assembly process has been systematically investigated for rigid-coil comb-like block copolymer which forms the similar elongated surface micelle at the air/water interface. Due to the similar structure of P3HT to amphiphilic graft copolymer, the rigid P3HT blocks may also assemble side by side with adjacent molecules along the axial direction of fiber, with flexible PtBA blocks forming corona to keep neighboring fiber apart (Figure 6-4c). Since each P3HT block chain exists in the helix-like morphology perpendicular to fiber axis (Figure 6-4d), the width of fiber is thus
much shorter than of crystallized state, where the P3HT chain are completely stretch out in a planar achitecture.\textsuperscript{43} Compared with the disordered amorphous state (e.g. liquid region), the backbone of P3HT in this state is more rigid, resulting in the red shift of PL emission as shown in figure 6-8b.

The anisotropic assembly of individuals with isotropic interaction has been observed frequently in nature, like molecules,\textsuperscript{60,61} surface micelles,\textsuperscript{62} colloidal particles,\textsuperscript{63} etc. It is generally attributed to the competition between short-range attractive forces and long-range repulsion between them.\textsuperscript{63} For example, Bo\textsuperscript{\textendash}rner et.al recently reported the chaining of brush macromolecule with PBA-b-PS grafts on solid substrate. The chaining in the block copolymer brushes was suggested resulting from the attraction of desorbed PS blocks and repulsion between the adsorbed PBA blocks.\textsuperscript{60} However, to our best knowledge, no network like morphology has been reported assembled from isotropic units, so far. To forming the network like morphology, the chaining and branching assembly should occurs spontaneously, with chaining assembly having more probability. Similar to brush macromolecules,\textsuperscript{63} the chaining of MSBC domain should also originate from the balance between short-range attractive and long-range repulsive forces. Here, the attractive force originates from hydrophobic P3HT fibers when they are pushed close enough. The attractive force can be maximized when P3HT fiber parallel each other in conjunction region (Figure 6-7a). On the other hand, the PtBA layer generates this long range repulsive force resulted from its affinity with water.\textsuperscript{42} However, due to the limited size of PtBA block compared with whole domains, the repulsive force may be not strong enough, resulting in brushing assembly in certain probability. Therefore, a network like morphology can be formed under these tow process. The systematically dynamics
process is explored by Molecular Dynamics simulation, and will be discussed in the later work.

6.4 Conclusions

In summary, we synthesized a novel mulit-arm conjugated polymer based block copolymer, multi-arm PtBA-P3HT, and systematically studied the their air/water interfacial behavior. Such polymers can be found readily patterned into network structure with well enchaned photoluminescence efficiency. The branched architecture and existence of amphiphilic PtBA blocks are found effective to preserve highly efficient disordered conjugated polymer chain from solution into solid state. The helix molecular architecture furthermore effectively block the inter-chain energy transfer, contributing to the high efficiency. The influence of surface pressure on assembly behavior of MSBC Langmuir monolayer at the air/water interface was also explored with both AFM and TEM. At low pressure, the molecules forms the surface micelles, assuming a pancake like structure with aggregated P3HT on continous PtBA monolayer. After the detachment of PtBA block at high pressure, the brached structure can folded into rigid-coil like architecture, resulting in the anisotropic self-assembly process forming the fiber like morphology. The chaining process of domain can be attributed to the balance of attraction of desorbed PS blocks and repulsion between the adsorbed PBA blocks. As such, it not only complements the basic knoledge of self-assembly of conjugated polymer at the air/water interface, but also provides an efficient approach to pattern conjugated polymer and to modify the their photophysical in the solid state.
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Chapter 7. Patterning of Hydrophobic Conjugated Copolymer with Enhanced photoluminescence via Dewetting at the Air/Water Interface

7.1 Introduction:

In the previous reports on the LB work of conjugated polymers, the existence of hydrophilic components, either like second amphiphilic phase (approach 1) or polar units (approach 2), are believed necessary to stabilize P3AT monolayer, but confining the application of LB techniques only to amphiphilic systems. In this work, we discover, for the first time, the addition of hydrophobic blocks (i.e. PI and PS) to the conjugated polymer P3HT can also stabilize the LB monolayer either, greatly extending the range of LB techniques utilization in P3AT devices. Here, the P3HT was selected because it can easily produce the unique red color that is difficult to achieve with other conjugated polymer. An interesting pattern was observed through dewetting process, and most importantly, the undesirable inter-chain energy transfer can be effectively prohibited due to successful transferring of the high-PL efficient disordered state from solution into solid monolayer, resulting in highly photoluminescent patterns. The self-assembly process of PI-PS-P3HT triblock copolymer at air/water was systematically investigated through AFM and TEM, and the possible model has been proposed to illustrate the patterning mechanism as well as energy transfer process. To best of knowledge, this is the first report on the LB work of hydrophobic conjugated polymer, and also the first work to obtain conjugated polymer pattern with enhanced photoluminescence through dewetting process. As such, it stands out as a promising technique to fabricate micro optoelectronic devices but also provides a platform to investigate the complex self-assembly process and charge transfer of conjugated polymer system confined in 2 dimensions.
7.2 Experimental Section

**Scheme 7-1.** Synthesis of polyisoprene-b-polystyrene-b-poly(3-hexylthiophene) by coupling of living polyisoprene-b-polystyryl lithium with allyl-terminated regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene)

**Materials synthesis.**

All reactions were conducted under prepurified nitrogen, using oven-dried glassware. Commercial chemicals, purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co., Inc., were used without further purification unless otherwise noted. All solvents were freshly distilled prior to use. Tetrahydrofuran was distilled from sodium benzophenone ketyl. Chloroform was distilled and collected over molecular sieves. Polyisoprene-b-polystyrene-b-poly(3-hexylthiophene) triblock copolymer was synthesized by addition of living polyisoprene-b-polystyryl lithium to the allyl terminated poly(3-hexylthiophene) as shown in Scheme 7-1. A similar procedure was used for the synthesis of polystyrene-b-poly(3-hexylthiophene) diblock copolymer. Addition of allyl magnesium bromide to the
GRIM polymerization generated a polymer with bromine and allyl end-groups. Prior to the anionic coupling reaction the bromine end-group was reduced by magnesium halogen exchange to generate H/allyl polymer. This step was included to avoid a possible side reaction of lithium bromine exchange during the coupling process. Allyl-terminated poly(3-hexylthiophene) was synthesized according to previously published procedure.\textsuperscript{2} The polyisoprene-\textit{b}-polystyrene segment was prepared by \textit{living} anionic polymerization in moisture and oxygen free cyclohexane, according to the previously described method.\textsuperscript{3,4}

Allyl-terminated poly(3-hexylthiophene): $^1$H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl\textsubscript{3}): $\delta$H 0.9 (t, 3H), 1.35-1.43 (m, 6H), 1.69 (t, 2H), 2.80 (t, 2H), 3.49 (d, 2H), 5.11 (m, 2H), 5.98 (m, 1H) 6.95 (s, 1H), DP\textsubscript{n}=20; SEC: $M_n$=4500 g/mol; PDI = 1.25.

Polyisoprene-\textit{b}-polystyrene:$^1$H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl\textsubscript{3}): $\delta$H 1.4 (bs, $J = 7$ Hz, 3H), 1.53 (s, 3H), 1.61 (s, 3H), 1.67 (s, 3H), 2.0 (m, 2H) 4.7 (m, 1H), 5.1 (m, 1H), 6.5 (m, 2H) 7.1 (m, 3H), SEC: $M_n$=3700 g/mol; PDI = 1.20.

\textit{Coupling of living polystyryl lithium with allyl-terminated P3HT:}
Polyisoprene-\(b\)-polystyrene-\(b\)-poly(3-hexylthiophene) (PI-PS-P3HT) triblock copolymer was synthesized by reacting the allyl-terminated poly(3-hexylthiophene) (\(M_n=4500\) g/mol; DPn(NMR)=20) as a solution in dry THF (5 mL) with the living polyisoprene-\(b\)-polystyril lithium (\(M_n(GPC)=3320\) g/mol) in cyclohexane. The coupling reaction was allowed to proceed for 10 min at 40ºC. The coupling reaction was performed in a glove box under nitrogen atmosphere. The copolymer was precipitated in methanol and washed with cold cyclohexane to remove the unreacted polyisoprene-\(b\)-polystyrene diblock copolymer. The composition of the block copolymer was estimated from \(^1\text{H}\) NMR spectrum by integrating protons \(a\) vs protons \(c\) and \(e\) (Figure 7-1). The triblock
copolymers contain 28 mol% regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene), 38.2 mol% polystyrene, and 33.2 mol% polyisoprene. SEC: $M_n=7170$ g/mol; PDI = 1.50.

**Monolayer preparation.**

The PI-PS-P3HT triblock copolymer chloroform solutions at the concentration, $c = 2$ mg/mL were prepared. Surface pressure - area ($\pi$ - $A$) isotherms and polymer monolayers were obtained with R&K Langmuir Blodgett (LB) system (Riegler & Kirstein, GmbH, 160 cm² Teflon trough). The trough was carefully cleaned with 1:1 H$_2$O$_2$:NH$_3$OH solution overnight and subsequently rinsed with DI water (NanoPure, > 18 MΩ cm) for 5 times. A 5 µL chloroform solution was gently placed on the water surface to ensure initial gas state. After the solvent evaporated for 30 min, the monolayer film was compressed at a rate of 150 µm/sec. Si substrate used for depositing LB films was cleaned with a mixture of sulfuric acid and Nonchromix, followed by rinsing with DI water and blown dry with N$_2$. For LB depositions, the Si substrate was withdrawn at a rate of 35 µm/sec while keeping the pressure constant.

**Characterization.**

$^1$H NMR spectra of the polymers were recorded on a VARIAN-INOVA-500 MHz spectrometer at 30 °C. $^1$H NMR data are reported in parts per million as chemical shift relative to tetramethylsilane (TMS) as the internal standard. Spectra were recorded in CDCl$_3$. Morphologies of LB films were examined by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM; Dimension 3000) in the tapping mode. The scanning rate was 2 Hz. Each sample was imaged at more than 5 locations to ensure the reproducibility of features observed. The fine structure was determined by TEM measurements (JEOL 1200EX scanning/transmission electron microscope (STEM); operated at 80 kV). The emission
spectra of P3HT homopolymer were taken with a Nikon Eclipse TE2000-E microscope coupled with an optical insights hyperspectral unit and a Cascade 512B camera (Roger Scientific). The PL emission of monolayer was measured by using serials of emission filters to measure the emission intensity (the transmission efficiency of these filters is same). The average height, diameter and surface coverage of LB films were obtained by performing the bearing analysis and particle analysis.

7.3 Results and Discussion

![Figure 7-2. Pressure-area isotherms PI-PS-P3HT triblock copolymer: (I) liquid region, (II) condensed region. Insertion shows the chemical structure of PI-PS-P3HT triblock copolymer](image)
**Figure 7-3.** AFM height images of the PI-PS-P3HT triblock copolymer LB monolayers obtained from the chloroform solution at (a), (b) gas region; (c),(d) condensed region. Scan size is 20 µm × 20 µm for (a) and (c), 5 µm × 5 µm for (b) and (d), respectively. The z scale is 50 nm for all images.

The chemical structure of PI-PS-P3HT triblock copolymer is depicted in Figure 7-2. The whole molecule was built and measured by *Materials Studio*, with P3HT block estimated around 6.4 nm, PS block 6.0 nm and the PI block around 9.6 nm in length, respectively.
Langmuir isotherm, i.e., surface pressure-area (π-A) plot, of the PI-PS-P3HT triblock copolymer is shown in Figure 7-2. The continuous pressure rise was indicative of the formation of LB monolayer. Different from the previous hydrophobic block copolymers,\(^5\) where liquid region are broadly reported, the entire isotherm, is extremely simple, and can be only divided into two typical regions based on the slope of the isotherm (i.e., the pressure increasing rate with the molecular area).\(^6,7\) They are (i) gas region at π = 0 mN/m, and (ii) condensed state region at π > 0 mN/m. The absence of liquid region indicates the monolayer is non-compressible after formation. To best of our knowledge, this is first observation of 2 phase isotherm curve in conjugated polymer system. Figure 7-3 shows the representative AFM images of Langmuir monolayers obtained at these two regions, respectively.

The novel worm like domains composed dots structure were observed at the surface pressure π = 0 mN/m (Figure 7-3a and b). Since the pressure has not yet been applied, the aggregation of polymer was a direct consequence of spontaneous self assembly process. The driving force for the self-assembly was an interplay of the attractive interaction between hydrophilic units and the water phase, and the repulsive interactions between hydrophobic chains and water as chloroform evaporated.\(^8,9\) Given the hydrophobic nature, the P3HT blocks also have hydrophilic units (i.e. hydrophilic backbone),\(^10\) which have water affinity and enable P3HT fully spread on water surface at lower later pressure. Therefore, the hydrophilic units here originates from P3HT chains, and the hydrophobic chain, without any doubt, can be attributed to the PS and PI blocks since no hydrophilic units exists in those blocks. Close up AFM images shows that the dots is not isolated, but well connected with a spread layer between them (Figure 7-3b).
In order to understand microstructure of the worm like morphology, the monolayer deposited at the gas state was also characterized with TEM.

Figure 7-4. TEM images of PI-PS-P3HT triblock copolymer monolayer deposited at gas region at (a) low and (b) high magnification.

Due to its highly localized electron density compared with that of PS and PI blocks, P3HT aggregates can be directly observed from TEM without staining, while the PS and PI phase is totally transparent to electron beam generating no contrast in the final images. Therefore, the observed morphology from TEM originates from P3HT solely. The TEM images clearly shows the existence of P3HT aggregates in dots structure, with size consistent with corresponding AFM images (Figure 7-4a and b). The spread phase between dots structure has also shows certain contrast, indicating the existence of P3HT aggregates either (Figure 7-3b). Close up TEM images shows that circular domain
is totally amorphous, since no crystallized fiber structure observed as broadly reported. 12,13

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Domain Height (nm)</th>
<th>Domain Diameter (nm)</th>
<th>Surface Coverage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gas State</strong></td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>28.87</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Condensed State</strong></td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>42.34</td>
<td>41.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 7-1.** Height, Diameter and surface coverage of PI-PS-P3HT circular domains obtained from AFM images

With the increase of surface pressure from liquid region to condensed region, the dots like structure was well preserved, but the size increased from around 28.8 nm to 42.3 nm, and the height also increased from around 4.11 to 5.1 nm (Table 7-1). Moreover, the surface coverage of domains dramatically increases from 20.4% to 41.7%, indicating more condensed monolayer at higher surface pressure (Table 1 and Figure 7-3). What is interesting is that these dots no longer form the worm like morphology, but chain into “pearl-necklace” morphology (i.e. isotropic dots domain self-assembly linearly) (Figure 7-3d). The TEM images also shows the condensed the P3HT domains. Such condensed monolayer was also characterized by GISAXS, no diffraction patterns of crystallized P3HT (0.3-0.4 Å⁻¹) can be observed, indicating the P3HT exists in the amorphous state, and consistent with TEM result.
**Optical property investigation of conjugated pattern**

Figure 7-5. (a) fluorescent image of PI-PS-P3HT triblock copolymer monolayer deposited from gas region; (b) Photoluminescence spectra of PI-PS-P3HT patterns, as well as P3HT homopolymer in solution and solid state. The scale bar is 5µm.

The monolayer deposited at the gas state was also measured with optical microscope coupled with excitation lamp. In stark contrast to previous LB works of CP,\(^{15,16}\) where strong inter-chain energy transfer within condensed phases severely quench luminescence, the PL emission from PI-PS-P3HT pattern is so strong that single monolayer can be directly observed under conventional optical microscope via the excitation of wide green lamp (Figure 7-5a). To best of our knowledge, this is first report on directly observation of conjugated polymer monolayer through optical microscope.

As discussed previously, the achievement of conjugated polymer film or patterns with high PL efficiency are crucial to fabrication of electroluminescent devices in nanoscale. To reveal the origin of their strong PL emission, the PI-PS-P3HT pattern was
characterized with PL spectra, since optical properties of conjugated polymer are intimately connected to the packing motifs of the molecules as well as its configuration.\textsuperscript{17,18} P3HT homopolymer (both solution and solid state) was also measured as reference. As shown in Figure 7-5b, the vibronic structures of P3HT homopolymer are clearly evident. Electronic structure and optical properties of P3HT has been intensely researched in the past decades.\textsuperscript{1,19,20} In solution state, the conjugated chain is broken into conformational subunits consisting several repeat units long owing to the relatively low energy barrier for small-angle rotations around bonds along the backbone. Therefore the emission is blue-shifted due to the reduced conjugated length.\textsuperscript{21} After drying out (Figure 7-5b), the crystallization of P3HT chain greatly increase the ordering of polymeric chain and degree of interchain interaction, leading to increased conjugated length (i.e. red-shift) and reduced PL efficiency.\textsuperscript{22,23} As reported by Saadeh et.al,\textsuperscript{24} the PL efficiency dramatically drops from 30-40\% to 1-4\% during this process due to increased contribution of non-radiative decay via interchain interactions.

In great contrast to crystallized P3HT materials, the monolayer shows the similar emission position as coiled P3HT chains in solution(Figure 7-5b), clearly indicating the successful transferring of this highly PL efficient disordered state into solid film. This result is consistent with result from TEM and GISAXS showing the amorphous state of P3HT chains in LB films. Therefore, the high PL emission can be directly observed from OM. To best of our knowledge, this is first work to direct transfer disordered conjugated polymer chain from solution into solid state, a technique paramount important to fabricate high efficient electroluminescent devices.
Self-assembly process of PI-PS-P3HT triblock copolymer at air/water interface.

As discussed previously, the formation of dots structure is direct consequence of spontaneous self-assembly process, similar to certain amphiphilic polymers. The interfacial behavior of amphiphilic copolymer at the air/water interface has been extensively studied since the pioneering work of Eisenberg and Lennox. To date, the so called “pancake” and “brush” models have been established and proved quite effective in understanding the air/water interfacial behavior of a variety of amphiphilic copolymers, such as linear block copolymers, star copolymers, comb block copolymers, dendritic polymers, etc. The “pancake” model refers to the morphology of copolymer LB film formed at low surface pressure. In this model, the hydrophilic blocks spread over the water surface, forming the pancake-like morphology; while the hydrophobic blocks aggregate and sit on the hydrophilic “pancake” to reduce the surface energy. Under the higher compression pressure, the “pancake” is transformed into the “brush”, i.e., the spread hydrophilic blocks are expelled into the water subphase, yielding the brush-like morphology (“brush” model).

Even though the LB techniques is initially designed for amphiphilic molecules, the recent development of this technique, however, has progressively extended its usefulness to different non-amphiphilic system, including the hydrophobic polymer which goes through very complex self-assembly process hardly addressed by the classic theory of Langmuir monolayer for amphiphilic copolymers. By far, no universal model has been proposed to explain interfacial behavior of hydrophobic copolymer at the air/water interface. However, the presence of hydrophilic components (e.g. hydrophilic units on the hydrophobic polymer) is essential for the formation of Langmuir monolayer because they
facilitate the tethering of whole copolymer chain on the water surface. As for the PI-PS-P3HT monolayer, without any doubt, such hydrophilic component originates from P3HT solely, since both PS and PI are pure hydrophobic materials. In order to form the stable LB monolayer, the P3HT block must spread on the water surface, tethering the whole molecule on the water surface (Figure 7-5a in red). On the hand, the PS and PI from the aggregation to reduce the overall free energy due to unfavorable interaction between them and water (Figure 7-5b, in black). According to this model, the P3HT block can still forms a continuous layer, generating the contrast in the TEM images. Due to aggregation of highly hydrophobic PS and PI chains, the P3HT, although hydrophobic, was forced to spread on the water surface in order to stabilize the monolayer. Under this scenario, the P3HT block was prohibited from stacking to form crystallized state, in stark contrast to previous work where P3HT chain crystallized in LB film and hydrophilic component (e.g. hydrophilic side chains) were strongly demanded to stabilize the monolayer. Therefore, the adding of hydrophobic blocks was proven to be an effective and robust method to fabricate stable P3HT monolayer in amorphous state.

The worm like pattern formed at zero surface pressure (Figure 7-3a and b, Figure 7-4) resembled those formed by the dewetting process, which has been broadly observed in the LB fabrication. When the PI-PS-P3HT triblock copolymer solution was placed on the water surface, it formed a thin continuous liquid film (300 nm thick, which was calculated by dividing the solution volume (5 µL) by the surface area of LB trough (160 cm²)), stabilized by the positive spreading coefficient of chloroform on the water. As the solvent evaporated, the liquid film became thinner (< 100 nm), and the increased contribution from the unfavorable interfacial interactions between PS, or PI chains and
water eventually resulted in the dewetting of thin film. The dewetting of thin film can be proceeded via three stages.\textsuperscript{43} First, the film ruptures, thereby generating randomly distributed holes. Second, the holes then grow and the rims ahead of the holes eventually merge to form a cellular structure. Third, the resulting ribbons in the cellular pattern are unstable and decay into droplets. It is clear that the observed ribbon pattern resembled the morphology formed in the third stage of dewetting process.\textsuperscript{42} As the holes grew during the solvent evaporation, the concentration of PI-PS-P3HT triblock was greatly increased, leading to the aggregation of polymers and thus the formation of dots like structure. Moreover, certain amount of polymer was still left non-aggregated due to the fast dewetting process,\textsuperscript{25} forming the “spreading phase” between the dots like domain.

\textbf{Figure 7-6.} Schematic illustration of (a) microstructures of PI-PS-P3HT monolayer. The P3HT phase is shown in red, and PI/PS aggregation in black; and (b) chaining process of dot domain into “pearl-necklace” morphology.
With the increase in surface pressure from liquid region to condense region, the spread polymer was pushed to join the existing dots aggregation under the lateral compression. Therefore, the size of the dots structure increase, and monolayer are more condensed (Figure 7-3 and Table 7-1). In addition, the dots domain becomes more compressed under this lateral force, resulting in little increase of domain height (Table 7-1). Since the polymer already exist in highly aggregated state after dewetting process, the monolayer is less compressible, resulting in the absence of liquid region in the isotherm (Figure 7-2). Most interestingly, due to gradual amalgamation of “spreading phase” with dots domain under surface pressure, the dots domain become connected with each other, chaining into “pearl-necklace” morphology. The anisotropic assembly of individuals with isotropic interaction (chaining process) has been observed frequently in nature, like molecules, surface micelles, colloidal particles, etc. It is generally attributed to the competition between short-range attractive forces and long-range repulsion between them. For example, Duran et.al recently reported the chaining of Polystyrene-block-Poly(ethylene oxide) Stars at the Air/Water Interface. The chaining in the block copolymer brushes was suggested resulting from the attraction of PS aggregation and repulsion between the spread PEO blocks. Similarly, the chaining of PS-PI-P3HT domain should also originate from the balance between short-range attractive and long-range repulsive forces. Here, the attractive force originates from hydrophobic PI and PS aggregates when they are pushed close enough (Figure 7-6 in black). On the other hand, the spread P3HT chains generates this long range repulsive force due to its affinity with water. In detail, upon compression, the cores (PS-PI aggregation) were brought closer together and the P3HT on the periphery of PS-PI cores were thus forced to shift to the
side, forming a higher local density (position B or C, Figure 7-6b). Eventually, the PS-PI cores moved closely enough to chain with one another, and the P3HT chains were pushed to either side of elongated PS-PI aggregation. Thus further chaining was more likely to occur in the area of low PEO density, and the most probable location for additional aggregation was the position A as illustrated in Figure 7-6b.

7.4 Conclusions

In summary, we synthesized a novel PI-PS-P3HT triblock copolymer, and systematically studied its air/water interfacial behavior. Such polymers are found readily patterned due to dewetting process. The adding of hydrophobic blocks, instead of hydrophilic components as exclusively utilized before, can be an effective and robust method to fabricate stable P3HT monolayer in amorphous state, preserving the high PL efficiency as in disordered solution state. The influence of surface pressure on assembly behavior of triblock copolymer at the air/water interface was also explored with both AFM and TEM. It is found that the P3HT block forms a continuous monolayer on the water surface, with PI and PS blocks forming aggregates atop it. The lateral surface pressure results in the chaining process of the aggregates, which originates from the balance between short-range attractive (PS/PI aggregates) and long-range repulsive forces (P3HT monolayer). As such, it stands out as a promising technique to fabricate micro optoelectronic devices but also provides a platform to investigate the complex self-assembly process and charge transfer of conjugated polymer system confined in 2 dimensions.
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Chapter 8. Self-Assembly of P3HT-PDMAEMA Responsive Block Copolymer at Air/Water Interface

8.1 Introduction:

The response of polyelectrolyte (PEL) to changes in pH or ionic strength is well known.\textsuperscript{1-9} PH responsive polymers contain ionizable pendant groups that can accept or donate protons in response to an environmental change in pH.\textsuperscript{10-12} A rapid change in the net charge of pendant groups lead to a dramatic change of the hydrodynamic volume of the polymer chains which ensues from changes in the osmotic pressure exerted by mobile counter ions neutralizing the polymer charges. When integrated PH sensitive polymer in the block copolymer, the amphiphillic balance can be readily adjusted by controlling environment. In the work, the PDMAEMA(poly(dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate))\textsuperscript{13-16} was block with the P3HT, since it is shift and can be used in the bio-field. to forms the diblock polymer, so the self-assembly process, determined by the amphipelic balance of the two blocks, was modified by the environment.

8.2 Experiment Section:

2.2 Monolayer prepartion.

The P3HT-PDMAEMA chloroform solutions at the concentration, \( c = 12 \text{ mg/mL} \) were prepared. Surface pressure - area (\( \pi - A \)) isotherms and polymer monolayers were obtained with R&K Langmuir Blodgett (LB) system (Riegler & Kirstein, GmbH, 160 cm\(^2\) Teflon trough). The trough was carefully cleaned with 1:1 H\(_2\)O\(_2\):NH\(_3\)OH solution overnight and subsequently rinsed with DI water (NanoPure, > 18 M\( \Omega \) cm) for 5 times. A 40 \( \mu \text{L} \) chloroform solution was gently placed on the water surface to ensure initial gas state.
After the solvent evaporated for 30 min, the monolayer film was compressed at a rate of 150 μm/sec. Si substrate used for depositing LB films was cleaned with a mixture of sulfuric acid and Nonchromix, followed by rinsing with DI water and blown dry with N2. For LB depositions, the Si substrate was withdrawn at a rate of 35 μm/sec while keeping the pressure constant.

2.3 Characterization

Morphologies of LB films were examined by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM; Dimension 3000) in the tapping mode. The scanning rate was 2 Hz. Each sample was imaged at more than 5 locations to ensure the reproducibility of features observed. The fine structure was determined by TEM measurements (JEOL 1200EX scanning/transmission electron microscope (STEM); operated at 80 kV).

8.3 Result and discussion:

The chemical structure of P3HT-PDMAEMA diblock copolymer is depicted in Figure 8-1. The whole molecule was built and measured by Materials Studio, with P3HT block estimated around 11 nm and the PDMAEMA block around 30 nm in length, respectively. The hydrophilic PDMAEMA block is a weak polyelectrolyte brush, whose degree of ionization (d.i.) can be switched at around physiological conditions, therefore more promising materials than conventional strong polyelectrolytes in the bio application.
Figure 8-1. Pressure -area isotherms P3HT-PDMAEMA diblock copolymer obtained from DI water (red) and NaOH solution (black): (I) liquid region, (II) condensed region.

Langmuir isotherm, i.e., surface pressure- area (π-A) plot, of the P3HT-PDMAEMA diblock polymer is shown in Figure 8-1. The continuous pressure rise was indicative of the formation of LB monolayer. Similar to the previous hydrophobic diblock copolymers, the entire isotherm, besides the gas region, can be divided into two typical regions based on the slope of the isotherm (i.e., the pressure increasing rate with the molecular area). They are (i) liquid state region at π = 0–8 mN/m, and (ii) condensed state region at π >8 mN/m. Figure 8-2 shows the representative AFM images of Langmuir monolayers obtained at these two regions, respectively; dot-like domains with certain size distribution were observed. Table 1 summarizes the domain height, size, and their surface coverage. With the increase in surface pressure from liquid region to condense region, the domain shape did not show obvious change, however the surface coverage of domains dramatically decrease from 31.5 % at liquid region to 13.8%,
completely different from previous diblock polymer where high surface pressure condense the monolayer leading to increased density of surface micelles. Moreover, the size of the domain also decrease from around 40.7 nm to 28.7 nm, and height decrease from 4.1 nm to -1.4 nm. To best of our knowledge, this is the first report of negative domain height of surface micelle work. The concave structure can be readily observed from the cross-section view of close up images. Besides, the monolayer deposited at the transition region at \( \pi = 8 \) mN/m was also characterized with AFM images, the coexistence of both two phases can be clearly observed, indicating the phase transition process.

**Figure 8-2.** AFM height images of the P3HT-PDMAEMA diblock copolymer LB monolayers obtained from the chloroform solution at gas region (a, b height image, and e, f. corresponding phase images); condensed region (c, d height image, and g, h. corresponding phase images. Scan size is 3 \( \mu \)m \( \times \) 3 \( \mu \)m for a, c, e, g, and, 1 \( \mu \)m \( \times \) 1 \( \mu \)m for b, d, f, h, respectively. The z scale is 50 nm for all images

Since both PDMAEMA and P3HT are amphiphilic polymers at this condition, in order to indentify the two phase in the AFM images, the monlayer deposited at the liquid
region was characterized with TEM (Figure 8-3). Due to its highly localized electron density compared with that of PDMAEMA,\textsuperscript{20} P3HT aggregates can be directly observed from TEM without staining, while the PDMAEMA phase is totally transparent to electron beam giving no contrast in the final images. Therefore, all the morphology from TEM originates from P3HT solv. The TEM images clearly show the circular domain is composed of P3HT blocks, with size consistent with corresponding AFM images. Close up TEM images show that circular domain is totally amorphous, since no crystallized fiber structure observed as broadly reported. The monolayer deposited at condensed region was also characterized with TEM, and no clear difference can be observed from that in liquid region. It indicates that, along with surface pressure increase, P3HT surface aggregation keeps the same and morphology evolution observed from AFM originates from PDMAEMA blocks.

\textbf{Figure 8-3.} TEM image of P3HT-PDMAEMA diblock copolymer monolayer deposited at gas state (a) and condensed state (b), as well as HTEM image of individual domain.

As it is well known that PDMAEMA Ph responsive polymer. The change in the net charge of its tertiary amine pendant groups lead to a dramatic change of the hydrodynamic volume of the polymer chains which ensues from changes in the osmotic
pressure exerted by mobile counter ions neutralizing the polymer charges. Therefore, the conformational change of the PDMAEMA block is dominated by the charging (protonation) and decharging (deprotonation) of its tertiary amine side groups. Spread on the water surface, the uncharged PDMAEMA block adsorbs to the air/water interface and becomes intermixed with the PS block. The charged PDMAEMA block, on the contrary, tends to desorb from the air/water interface, triggering the phase transition process. The expected degrees of ionization (d.i.) for PDMAEMA at the surface for pH=5.5 (D.I. water) conditions are reported to be 0.85, indicating 85% of the block are charged. Therefore, the PDMAEMA blocks tends to absorbed on the water surface, or partially dissolved in the water subphase (Figure 4a). The yellow chain indicates those charged, and backs ones for those uncharged. On the other hand, the unfavorable interfacial interaction between the hydrophobic P3HT block and water leads to the aggregation of P3HT, forming circular domain to reduce the overall free energy of the system (Figure 8-4a).

**Figure 8-4.** Schematic illustration of self-assembly process, P3HT aggregation is shown in red, hydrophilic PDMAEMA is shown in yellow, and hydrophobic PDMAEMA is shown in black.
Due to hydrophobic nature of uncharged PDMAEMA chain spreading on water surface, the surface pressure lead to the collapse of this layer by folding and aggregating it on top of the water surface,\textsuperscript{24} instead of dissolving into water surfphase as conventional hydrophilic blocks, e.g. PEO, PAA or charged PDMAEMA. The decrease of circular height can be attributed to this process. As shown in Figure 8-3b, due to the folding of uncharged PDMAEMA chains (black) as a result of applied compressive surface pressure, the surface stress was released and the space between P3HT domains was filled with uncharged PDMAEMA chains, thereby leading to the reduction in the height difference between the PS domain and the spreading PLA phase. A concave P3HT domain was finally formed at extremely high pressure when the folded PDMAEMA chains layer is thicker than the P3HT domains (Figure 8-5). Since the PDMAEMA chain has no contrast in the TEM images, there is seldom any change observed.

![Figure 8-5. Cross-section analysis of LB film at high pressure.](image-url)
Optical properties

**Figure 8-6.** Photoluminescence spectra of P3HT-PDMAEMA patterns, as well as P3HT homopolymer in solution and solid state.

The achievement of high PL efficiency conjugated polymer film is crucial to fabrication of nano-size electroluminescent devices. The spectra was measured on LB monolayer, with P3HT homopolymer (same to each P3HT blocks) in both solution and solid state as reference. The vibronic structures of homopolymer P3HT are clearly evident (i.e., 0-0 emission peak at 574 nm and 0-1 emission peak at 620 nm for solution state; and 0-0 emission peak at 655 nm and 0-1 emission peak at 715 nm for solid state). Electronic structure and optical properties of P3HT has been intensely researched in the past decades, and two basic types of emission have been identified: intramolecular emission and interchain emission. The 0-0 emission is broadly attributed to the intramolecular exciton, and 0-1 emission is strongly related to interchain interaction.
In solution state, the conjugated chain is broken into conformational subunits consisting of several repeat units long owing to the relatively low energy barrier for small-angle rotations around bonds along the backbone. Therefore the emission is blue-shift due to the reduced conjugated length.\textsuperscript{30} After drying out (Figure 8-6), the aggregation of P3HT chain, e.g. crystallization, greatly increases the ordering of polymeric chain and degree of interchain interaction, leading to increased conjugated length (e.g. red-shift) and enhanced 0-1 peak intensity relative to the 0-0 peak, respectively. As reported by Saadeh et.al,\textsuperscript{31} the PL efficiency dramatically drops from 30-40\% to 1-4\% during this process due to increased contribution of non-radiative decay via interchain interactions. In order to preserve high luminescence efficiency observed in solution state, the conjugated polymer are usually incorporated into an inert solid matrix, which oftens suffers from phase separation or low CP concentration.\textsuperscript{26}

In contrast to P3HT solid materials, the LB monolayer of P3HT-PDMAEMA shows the similar 0-0 emission position as coiled P3HT chains in solution, clearly indicating the successful transferring of this high-efficiency disordered state into solids. This is consist with the TEM images where amorphous P3HT domain is observed. Moreover, the 0-1 emission (interchain) peak relative to 0-0 emission is also dramatically reduced, even negligible, a clear evidence of prohibited interchain energy transfer in P3HT domain. Therefore, the PL efficiency was furthered enhanced. To best of knowledge, this is the first work to direct transfer disordered conjugated diblock polymer chain from solution into solid state, a technique paramount important to fabricate high efficient electroluminescent devices.

Clearly, this phenomenon can be attributed to the existence PDMAEMA blocks since
P3HT monolayer exist in the form of crystallized state. In the organic solvent, good for side groups and poor for backbones, the P3HT molecules fold back on themselves into helical like conformation with syn configuration of thiophene units in which all sulfur atoms are directed inside the cavity and hydrocarbon groups are oriented outside the helix.\textsuperscript{32-34} By the slow drying, such helix-like simple P3HT can even be preserved into solid state.\textsuperscript{34} After spread on the water surface, the unpleasant interaction between water and hydrophobic alkyl side drive the crystallization of RR-P3HT to reduce the overall free energy. For the P3HT-PDMAEMA monolayer, the existence of continuous hydrophobic PDMAEMA layer effectively blocks the direct contact between the P3HT phase sitting on its top and water surface, reducing the drive force for P3HT to crystallize. Therefore, the disordered helix-like molecular configuration may well preserved into the solid state, and alkey side chain oriented outside the helix effectively block the inter chain energy transfer between neighboring conjugated backbones, which is consistent with the PL result.
Influence of PH stimuli

Figure 8-7. AFM height images of the P3HT-PDMAEMA diblock copolymer LB monolayers obtained under basic water subphase (a,c height image, and b,d. corresponding phase images); Scan size is 3 µm × 3 µm for a,b, and 1 µm × 1 µm for c,d, respectively. The z scale is 50 nm for all images.

As discussed in the first section, PDMAEMA is a Ph responsive polymer with degrees of ionization (d.i.) can be readily modified by the PH value of water subphase. The diblock copolymer was spreaded on the basic water subphase (PH=10), under which the ODMAEMA is almost completely uncharged. Figure 8-1 indicates Langmuir isotherms recorded at different pH subphase conditions at 20 °C. As shown in the figure, the overall shapes of the two curves at pH 10 (blue line) and pH 5.5 (red line) are similar. The monolayer deposited under these condition shows featureless morphology in the AFM images (Figure 8-8), indicating no phase segregation process occurs to form the surface micelle. Besides, the TEM images also shows the absence of any P3HT aggregation,
indicating the P3HT chain should be higher isolated. These results clearly shows that uncharged PDMAEMA block should also adsorbs to the air/water interface and becomes intermixed with the P3HT chains. Due to existence of hydrophilic units on both two block, they can both attach to water surface, resulting in monolayer.

8.4 Conclusion

In summary, we synthesized a novel PI-PDMAEMA diblock copolymer, and systematically studied its air/water interfacial behavior. The morphology evolution under environment was systematically investigated, which shows sensitive PH response. The adding of responsive blocks was also proven to be an effective and robust method to fabricate stable P3HT monolayer in amorphous state, preserving the high PL efficiency as in disordered solution state. The influence of surface pressure on assembly behavior of triblock copolymer at the air/water interface was also explored with both AFM and TEM. The surface micelle was found to show novel self-assembly process under surface pressure, assuming the concave structure. The self-assembly process was systematically examined, and a model was proposed to explain the complex dynamics process.
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